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Thanks to Sharon Howard
I just read about the amazing and 
loved Sharon Howard ’87 [former 
executive director of alumnae/i 
relations] leaving Wheaton after 
so many years. She was the most 
important mentor of my entire life 
and career.

I went to Wheaton in 1978 (when 
it was all women) with a dream 
based on the promise that we were 
women and we could do anything 
we set our minds to, and that it 
wasn’t just a man’s world.

My first month at Wheaton I met 
Sharon, who enchanted me with 
talk of my career and internship 
possibilities. She helped me keep an 
open mind to the arts, even though I 
thought of myself as an athlete who 
had no place in my life for creative 
expression. She would never tell me 
I was wrong; she would guide me to 
be flexible.

She helped me start a résumé, 
taught me how to interview, set me 
up with meetings with alums so I 
could learn about their careers. I had 
the best internships while living with 
alums in Boston and Washington, 
D.C. As a result of all this amazing 
exposure, I was able to narrow down 
my focus to a major in marketing. I 
went on to be marketing director at 
Ann Taylor, and international market-
ing director for Coach Leatherware, 
while having two children with my 
husband of 21 years (Sharon intro-

duced us). If everyone could have 
someone care this much, the world 
would be a better place.

Deirdre Corcoran Foote ’82 

Remembering Professor 
Briggs
It was with sadness that I read of 
the death of Professor Edwin Briggs. 
As an English major, I remember 
him fondly, especially his sense 
of humor. I recall his discussion 
one day in class of graveyards, 
and how their quiet, reverent and 
contemplative atmospheres served 
as sanctuaries for many poets who 
found their inspiration there. He went 
on to say he wished that in order 
to accommodate these graveyard 
dreamers, upon his own passing, his 
grave marker would be a simple stone 
bench with the inscription, “Have a 
seat on Briggs.”

Jeanne Poznysz Dignan ’72

Good work!
In the winter issue of the Quarterly, 
we offered you all another code-
breaking challenge, courtesy of 
Professor William Goldbloom 
Bloch: QZIAI  MYTVX  SIAQI  V
ELVX  SRIAS  ITACQ  ISZAL  BL
NFL  WIAXC  LLVXQ  LRYTN  R
ATQR  LATAC  RAALU  TQRLA. 
One alum—Christina Nelson ’11—
solved it first (and really fast). Eric 
Drewniak ’11 also solved it, as did 
Wheaton staffer Kathleen Bentley. 
It’s not surprising that both alums 

took Professor Bloch’s cryptography 
course their sophomore year.

Nelson wrote: “I received the 
Wheaton Quarterly and was excited 
to see the code-breaking challenge. 
I took Professor Bloch’s cryptog-
raphy class my sophomore year, 
and I did my math senior seminar 
project on breaking codes. I’ve 
come up with the following: 
THE NEW MARS CENTER FOR 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
OPENS DOORS TO IMAGINATION 
AND INNOVATION. I am excited 
the Mars Center for Science and 
Technology is doing so well, but 
jealous I never got to use it!“

Corrections: 
•  In the winter issue of the 
Quarterly, the name of Jean Jones 
Beard ’65 was misspelled.

•  OK, so Wheaton hired two new 
coaches this academic year—David 
Cusano as head coach for track 
and field, and Jamie 
Lockard as head coach 
for men’s lacrosse. 
They’re new, but that’s 
no excuse for swapping 
their photos by mistake 
in the winter issue. 
Sorry, guys. Twenty 
laps around Haas for 
us, right? Here are the 
right photos with the 
right names:

LETTERS What’s on 
your mind?
The Quarterly welcomes letters 
to the editor on topics you’ve 
read in these pages or on other 
topics concerning the Wheaton 
community. Please address your 
letters to: 

Sandy Coleman, editor,  
Wheaton Quarterly 
Wheaton College  
26 E. Main St.  
Norton, MA 02766

You can also e-mail us:  
quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu

Stay connected:

BY SANDY COLEMAN, EDITOR

BETWEEN  THE LINES

What’s that ticking sound?
In November, while we were celebrating our 
art director’s birthday over breakfast, a col-
league remarked that there were only four days 
of work remaining before Thanksgiving break. 

We all let out a collective gasp of surprise, 
recognizing how fast time flies. (My summer 
clothes had yet to make it to the attic, for 
goodness’ sake!) This issue of the Quarterly 
takes a moment to honor the passing of time:
• February marked five years for me as 

editor of the magazine. It seems like just 
yesterday I was having a cup of coffee 
with my boss on the deck at Balfour-Hood 
and telling him about my interest in work-
ing at Wheaton. 

• This is the 25th academic year that incom-

ing students have been welcomed into the 
Wheaton experience via First-Year Seminar, 
which we write about in this issue. 

• Professor David Wulff is retiring after 43 
years (see page 12). 

• This year Wheaton is celebrating 100 
years as a four-year college. 

• And, we are celebrating the many 
decades of publishing the magazine.

Preparing for this issue, I had the pleasure 
of opening a file cabinet and perusing those 
volumes dating back to 1922. (Check out the 
covers on page 64.) It was nice to sit still for 
a moment and leisurely view the passing of 
years one issue at a time. Wouldn’t it be nice 
if we could do that in real life? 

Maybe we can—one breakfast birthday 
celebration at a time, one Thanksgiving 
dinner at a time, one everything at a time—if 
we stay present and take it all in, instead of 
constantly looking ahead. 

So, let’s relax—for a few minutes at least. 
Enjoy. Q

David Cusano, head 
coach for track and field

Jamie Lockard, head 
coach for men’s lacrosse

@wheaton
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CONVERGENCE
BY RONALD A. CRUTCHER, PRESIDENT

One education, many purposes
“What is the purpose of a college education: is it about 
developing occupational skills or acquiring knowledge?” 

My questioner was a journalist who has 
covered higher education in the United 
States for more than two decades. And 
no, I don’t think he genuinely believed the 
answer had to be one or the other. Rather, 
his question reflected the false choice that 
is so prevalent in public discourse about 
undergraduate education.

President Barack Obama, among others, 
champions the idea that every U.S. citizen 
needs a post-secondary education to 
prosper and to help keep America strong. 
In this view, colleges and universities must 
organize the curriculum around marketable 
job skills sought by employers. In the current 
economic climate, in which joblessness 
continues at painfully high rates, this idea has 
an obvious attraction. 

And yet we know there is more to a 
college education. 

In January, I was one of 10 college 
presidents invited to participate—along 
with representatives from a number of 
education foundations and some K–12 
education leaders, as well as U.S. Secretary 
of Education Arne Duncan and Valerie 
Jarrett, senior advisor to the president—in a 
one-day White House conference on higher 
education’s role in promoting a healthy 
democracy. Along with a report on the 
subject, the event was intended to “spark 
a national conversation and call to action 
about how institutions of higher learning 
can embrace and act on their long-standing 
mission to educate students for informed, 
engaged citizenship. …”  

This is important work, too. 
For some reason, when we talk about 

such goals in debates over public policy, 
we tend to talk about each objective in 
isolation, conveying the idea that our focus 
must be one or the other. A high-quality 
liberal arts education addresses both 
needs—legitimate concerns for the public 
good—through rigorous study that develops 
the individual’s intellectual capabilities, as 

well as the capacity to create connections 
across disciplinary boundaries. It is the 
pursuit of knowledge for its own sake, 
but with the understanding that the effort 
develops the skills required for professional 
success, civic leadership and personal 
satisfaction. 

Wheaton exemplifies the power of 
this approach, through its Connections 
curriculum, its co-curricular programs, and 
the accomplishments of our students and 
alumnae/i. 

Consider the Filene Center for Academic 
Advising and Career Services. By design, 

the center helps students connect their 
academic plans with internships, jobs and 
other learning experiences. This integrated 
and thoughtful approach to education—
called the “Career Curriculum”— assists 
students in discovering paths that follow 
their intellectual interests and lead to 
satisfying careers. The proof lies in the 
success of Wheaton alums in every field 
imaginable—from science, finance and 
business to the performing arts and the 
emerging field of digital media. 

The values of active citizenship are built 
into the Wheaton experience, too. It is 
implicit in the freedom and responsibility 
that students share in managing the life of the 
campus. That spirit is woven into our athletics 
program, in which many of our intercollegiate 
scholar-athletes work as teams to benefit the 
community. In fact, the National Association 
of Division III Athletic Administrators 
recognized our sports teams for their 
commitment to community service during the 
group’s annual national conference.

And the Office of Service, Spirituality and 
Social Responsibility facilitates dozens of 
projects every semester, including helping 
to organize what has become an annual 
alternative break trip to help rebuild New 
Orleans. The college’s partner, Rebuilding 
Together: New Orleans, recently recognized 
the work of our students on their website. 

“Wheaton has sent over 80 volunteers, 
worked 2,600 hours, and has helped us 
on three different homes. In addition, 
Wheaton sent students to work on the same 
house two years in a row, a testament to 
Wheaton’s commitment to helping us bring 
homeowners back.”

Examples abound. Taken together, they 
illustrate the quality, value and worth of 
a Wheaton education. The source of that 
power lies in our commitment to liberal 
arts study, and our unshakable belief that 
the pursuit of knowledge is a worthwhile 
endeavor in its own right. That idea is 
inscribed over the entrance to our library: 
“That they may have life and may have it 
abundantly.” At its core, that is the purpose 
of a Wheaton education. Q

This integrated and 

thoughtful approach to 

education—called the 

“Career Curriculum”— 

assists students in 

discovering paths that follow 

their intellectual interests 

and lead to satisfying 

careers.

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu
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Facebook flash 
forward
Take Facebook. Add 
students who crave 
intellectual conversation. 
Bring in experts on a variety 
of subjects. Post and share. 

What do you get? Flash Seminars—a 
new series of quick lectures presented by 
professors, alums or students on interesting 
topics designed to create more opportuni-
ties for academic engagement outside of the 
classroom. Think flash mob brainiacs.

Kimberly Nash ’12, working in partnership 
with Thomas Bruemmer ’12, brought the idea 
to Wheaton this academic year with support 
from the Student Government Association 

(SGA). Nash, who is a 
member of the SGA’s 

executive board 
and the student 

representative 
to the Board of 
Trustees and 
alumnae/i, says 
she wanted to 

start the series to 
generate additional 

energy and excitement around learning. 
“It has worked out even better than I 

could have anticipated,” she says, “and in 
a lot of ways I feel like Wheaton has taken 
ownership of this because of the level of 
involvement of students, faculty and admin-
istrators in making this work and in creating 
a really engaging series.”

Seminar topics proposed by present-
ers are posted on a Facebook group page 
(which so far has more than 500 members) 
and the first 15 students to comment are 
able to attend. Others are put on a wait-
list, but seminars are filmed and posted on 
Wheaton’s website so that a wider audience 
can see them afterward. 

“This is definitely an imaginative way to 
use Facebook, but at the same time, I think 
it’s exactly what Facebook is for. For our 
generation Facebook has become a very 

integral part of our lives, and rather than 
using it to gossip, it can be used as a very 
effective means to get the word out about 
an event and can be a constructive means 
to engage with others,” says Nash, who is 
double majoring in economics and interna-
tional relations.

Bruemmer, who also is on the SGA’s 
executive board and a student representative 
on the faculty and staff Educational Policy 
Committee, notes that using Facebook to 
draw audiences for Flash Seminars brings 
the discussion of academics into a medium 
where it has not been present. “Now, for 
people who are always checking Facebook, 
they are not just looking for their friends’ 

status updates, they are also looking for the 
next opportunity for academic engagement.”

So far the seminars have covered a range 
of current events. Professor of Mathematics 
Tommy Ratliff presented the first one, “Just 
Let the Voters Vote: What’s so hard about 
that?,” about voting theory and how the vari-
ous methods of voting influence the outcome. 

“I love that the Flash Seminars provide a 
mechanism for students and faculty with a 
variety of academic backgrounds to discuss 
a topic that they may not otherwise,” said 
Ratliff. “As a faculty member, I really enjoy 
the perspectives that students with differ-
ent disciplinary viewpoints bring. There’s 
an abundance of intellectual curiosity in the 
Wheaton community, and I think the seminars 
are another important outlet to support this.”

Economics professor John Miller, who pre-
sented “Economic Inequality, the Economic 
Crisis, and Occupy Wall Street,” agrees. 
“I was thrilled to speak to such a diverse 
group of students, who were all concerned 
about economic inequality and the current 
economic troubles of the U.S. and global 
economy, and who wanted to know more 
about Occupy Wall Street. …For me the 
seminar was a genuine educational experi-
ence—the product of the students’ engage-
ment with these issues, their seriousness 
of purpose, and our dialogue. That kind of 
enthusiasm is infectious.” Q

Online
To view a seminar, visit wheatoncollege/quarterly.
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Flash Seminars organizers Kimberly Nash ’12 and Thomas Bruemmer ’12 (below) prepare for a talk by Professor 
of Economics John Miller (above).
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Learning from the masters
Tenor Gavin Mackie ’13 finishes singing 
“A Simple Song,” from Leonard Bernstein’s 
Mass, then turns to a world-renowned so-
prano to hear her critique.

“Thank you for bringing this song,” says 
Dawn Upshaw, who is leading a mas-
ter class for four student vocalists in the 
Woolley Room. “It was maybe the first song 
I sang in public, when I was in high school.”

Her personal comment breaks the ice. 
Then she gets down to business. “This song 
is full of an overwhelming joy and exuber-
ance,” she says. “I would like to feel more 
spontaneity in the words. I would like to see 
you respond to the changes in key, using 
them as if a light bulb goes on.”

And so begins a 30-minute coaching ses-
sion in which Upshaw focuses less on tech-
nique than on interpretation, expression and 
“bringing the music alive for the audience,” 
as Mackie later describes it.

“‘A Simple Song’ contains the line ‘Make 
it up as you go along,’” Mackie says, “and 
Ms. Upshaw really tried to help me bring 
out that aspect of it. She encouraged me to 
connect with the audience throughout the 
piece, and to make them feel that this was 
the first time anyone would ever hear this 
song performed this way.”

On October 24, the night before the class, 
the celebrated singer of opera and concert 
repertoire had performed for an enthusi-
astic audience in Cole Memorial Chapel. 
Both her concert and the master class were 
sponsored by the Mary Bloor Loser Musical 
Series, which since 1987 has brought world-
class performers to campus for concerts and 
teaching. 

The opportunities for master classes ex-
panded greatly in 2003, with the launching 
of the Evelyn Danzig Haas ’39 Visiting Artists 
Program, which funds visits by a wide range 
of performers, visual artists, 
musicians and more. Over the 
past decade, some 200 artists 
have visited campus through 
the Loser and Haas programs.

In addition to performing or 
lecturing on campus, all the 

artists work with faculty 
and students in workshops 
or master classes. Through 
these experiences, stu-
dents get to learn from—
and be inspired by—top 
practicing artists. Being 
coached in playwriting 
by a working playwright 
or watching a master 
printmaker demonstrate 
the craft not only raises the 
bar for students, but also 
gives them insight into the 
working life and creative process of these 
masters.

Katherine DiLeo ’12, a creative writing and 
literature major, has enjoyed participating in 
fiction and playwriting master classes. “The 
arrival of a visiting writer mixes things up a 
bit,” she notes. “We are introduced to a new 

technique, a new personality, 
and a new way of teaching 
and learning. We can also take 
career advice from a writer 
who was once in our position, 
and we’re reminded that there 
are successful, working writers 
out there.”

Last fall, DiLeo and her 
classmates in English professor 
Charlotte Meehan’s “Advanced 
Playwriting” course took part 
in a workshop presented by 
playwrights Keli Garrett and 

Magdalena Gómez. Rather than bringing the 
visitors into the classroom, Meehan brought 
her students to the writers, who were staying 
in the Bauhaus-style Austin House just off 
campus. In this natural light-filled space, the 
playwrights led the students through a series 
of acting and writing exercises that produced 

laughter and lively discussion. 
“My students grew about 

ten feet in that hour and a 
half,” says Meehan, herself a 
playwright. “Bringing in other 
ways of reaching the creative 
impulse is tremendously ener-
gizing for students.” Q

—Hannah Benoit

Opera star Dawn Upshaw (far right) shares a laugh with student vocalists during a master class.

Rockapella conducts a workshop 
with students in 2010.
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Over the years, the Mary 
Bloor Loser Musical 
Series performers have 
included such greats as:

• Cellist Yo-Yo Ma

• The Boys Choir of 
Harlem

• Classical guitarist 
Christopher Parkening

• The King’s Singers

• Rockapella

• Bobby McFerrin

HANNAH BENOIT
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A minute with…Donghan Yang ’14
There are easier ways to build endurance and 
to learn important life lessons than going on 
a monthlong bike ride through China, but 
those ways likely aren’t as adventuresome 
as the time Donghan Yang had last summer. 
A native of Nanjing, Jiangsu, China, he and 
a friend rode their mountain bikes from 
Chengdu, Sichuan, China, to Lhasa, Tibet, 
China. That’s 1,300 miles—28 days of biking, 
four days of resting, and four days walking through a 
tropical rain forest in Tibet. But who’s counting? Road 
test: “A friend of mine did this a year ago and wrote 
about his trip on the Internet. I was inspired by his 
article and photos. So another friend and I agreed to 
do a trip like this. I wanted to challenge myself, see 
how persistent I could be in achieving a goal and 
see how well I react under difficult circumstances. 
Also, riding a bike over this kind of long distance 
is a way of life that not many modern-day people 
can experience.” Pedal power: “I have never done 
anything like this before. We went through 24 towns. 
We rode 70 to 80 kilometers a day. We climbed 

over 13 mountains—10 of them were over 
4,000 meters high, two of them were over 
5,000 meters high.” Wheel-y hard: “It was 
difficult. We were riding on high plateaus 
and there was a scarcity of oxygen. We also 
experienced extreme weather along the 
trip; heat, cold, rain, snow and hail were 
common. We encountered wild dogs chasing 
us. If the inner tire of one of our bikes broke, 

we had to fix it by ourselves. The road conditions were 
extremely varied. Sometimes we could not even ride 
because of the mud and rocks that were used to pave 
the roads. Sometimes we were immersed in the dust 
when cars and trucks drove by us. There were so many 
difficulties, but I learned to calm down and not let 
myself become anxious, because I knew only a strong 
body and a tough mind would help me get through 
it.” Moving forward: “I learned to never give up when 
faced with difficulties. This has helped me with my 
coursework at Wheaton because I’ve begun to get 
rid of my problem of procrastinating. I’ve learned to 
persist in my schoolwork, even when I am tired.” Q
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Student’s research sheds light on homelessness
The National Law Center on 
Homelessness and Poverty estimates 
that more than 3 million people, 
1.35 million of them children, 
experience homelessness in a given 
year. In today’s economy, even more 
people are at risk.

More than ever, it is crucial to 
understand how to help them. The 
key is in getting a handle on sup-
port systems, says sociology major 
Iraimi Mercado ’12. For her senior 
thesis, she spent months research-
ing homelessness, focusing on how 
services impact the lives of women 
and children living in emergency 
shelters. She’s hoping her findings 
can offer policy makers guidance as 
they create regulations that impact 
families.

Her research involved one-on-one 
interviews with single mothers living 
at the Old Colony YMCA Family 
Life Center in Brockton, Mass. She 
explored which services over what 
period of time have helped them.

“I wanted to see how the 
services have changed over 
the years and whether the Old 
Colony Y has found new ways to 
help women transition into their 
own apartments,” Mercado says. 
“Massachusetts state officials have 
changed policies that regulate 
how long families can stay in 
emergency shelter programs, to 
push people through at a faster 
rate. Transitional housing programs, 
which are supposed to be long 
term, are different from short-term 
emergency shelters. But many of the long-
term programs have become short-term 
emergency shelters.”

The Old Colony Y’s program is one that 
has changed. The shift has occurred as 
federal and state officials aim to address 
homelessness by working on prevention 
strategies and improving access to affordable 
housing. However, says Mercado, “Officials 
who make these policies need to realize that 
every family has different needs. Some fami-

lies may need only six months in emergency 
shelter programs, but there are families who 
need much more time. In my interviews, 
I’ve seen that the support women receive 
in programs is really important long term 
for them to build the confidence to access 
services and to develop plans that will help 
them become self-sufficient.”

Mercado, who is the treasurer of iSpeak!, 
a peer advisor for the Global Center for 
Education and an ambassador for the 
Institute for Study Abroad, has been inter-

ested in researching homelessness 
since her freshman year at Wheaton, 
when she wrote a paper on the 
myths about homeless people for 
her First-Year Seminar. This year she 
presented her thesis, “Redefinition 
of Home: An Analysis of Services 
Provided to Homeless Families,” at 
the Sociology and Anthropology 
Senior Symposium at Wheaton.

 “Homeless families headed 
by single women are the fastest-
growing homeless population across 
the country. I’m interested in looking 
at this particular population because 
there has not been enough research 
done on them,” says Mercado, 
who in the past lived in transitional 
housing at the Old Colony YMCA 
when her mother had trouble 
finding permanent work.

Mercado’s research is unique,  
largely because of that personal 
connection that gave her the access 
and trust she needed to interview 
research subjects, notes Assistant 
Professor of Sociology Karen 
McCormack, her thesis advisor. 
“They allowed her in and shared 
stories with her that they would 
hesitate to share with others. The 
impressive piece is that she manages 
to link what she is finding—personal 
narratives—with public policy. 
She tries to always stay focused on 
the implications of these cases for 
designing and implementing poli-
cies, and she is coming to see the 
relationship between governmental 

policy, local institutions, and women’s daily 
lives. She is uniquely positioned to have 
some impact, since she does a lot of work 
advocating around homelessness.”

Looking ahead, Mercado has her eyes set 
on a career in public policy. “I’m interested 
in working with the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development to develop housing 
policies so that all Americans have access 
to affordable housing. I also want to get an 
understanding of best practices in terms of 
working with these families.” Q

“I wanted to see how the services have 

changed over the years and whether 

the Old Colony Y has found new ways 

to help women transition into their own 

apartments.”

Sociology major Iraimi Mercado ’12

CHARLES WANG ’15

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu
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Podcasts extend reach of Permanent Collection
Wheaton’s Permanent Collection for years 
has been a resource for teaching students, 
for faculty research and for sharing with a 
variety of local audiences. Now, the reach 
of the collection is bigger than ever since 
the creation of audio podcasts in which 
students share their insights about the art 
they are studying in a way that is easily 
accessible via the World Wide Web.

The series titled “Watson Conversations” is 
designed to showcase digital interpretations 
of objects from the collection. Virtual visitors 
can listen to students talk about the works 
of art as images are displayed on the screen. 
Currently, the series features seven works and 
“conversations” by 12 students, but there are 
plans to add more in the future.

“The collection has always been an 
essential teaching tool, and students often 
work with it in their art history courses. 
This is an extension of that practice, a 
new way to share student work,” says 
Assistant Professor of Art History Ellen 
McBreen. “The project was part 
of the coursework for ‘Art of the 
Avant-Gardes (1900–1945),’ so 
we selected works by artists 
who were also members of the 
early 20th-century avant-garde 
movements we studied.”

McBreen came up with the 

idea for the project and worked with faculty 
technology liaison Patrick Rashleigh to bring 
it into fruition. “I wanted to give students an 
appreciation for how rich in ideas a single 
work of art can be. We also learned that 
different audiences require different ap-
proaches to communication. A podcast and 
an academic paper, for example, should be 
conceived with their different functions in 
mind,” she says. “I wanted students to un-
derstand that there is no one way to practice 
art history, or any discipline for that matter. 
The questions you ask, and the methodolo-
gies you use, depend on what function you 
want your research and writing to have.”

Students worked in pairs to create pod-
casts, which challenged them to effectively 
mesh their ideas without losing the focus or 
concision for the podcast.

Betsy Cronin ’11, who is manager of art 
events at Wheaton, worked with anthropol-
ogy major Alexandra Barie ’13 on a podcast 

about two prints from the collec-
tion, “Eve, no. 11 from the Unité 

Series, 65/130” and “The Snake, 
no. 15 from the Unité Series, 
100/130” by Le Corbusier, 
both gifts of Dr. and Mrs. 
Harry L. Kozol (Ruth Massell, 

Class of 1925).
“I felt as though I learned 

more about this artist and the period by 
doing a project that involved an interac-
tive element rather than by just writing a 
paper,” Cronin says. “Our charge was not 
only to research a work of art on our own 
and write about it, but also to teach others 
about our discoveries. The most challeng-
ing part was recording the podcast—mak-
ing it sound interesting, informative, engag-
ing and natural all at the same time. We 
had to do a few takes, but I was grateful for 
such a great partner in Alex. We basically 
just tried to have a conversation with each 
other about the work.”

Barie found it fascinating to see how Cronin 
interpreted the art in a way that was different 
than she had. She says she also welcomed 
the opportunity to share her research with a 
larger audience, which doesn’t often happen 
with a research paper. “In class, we discussed 
how museums are creating podcasts to 
increase their online presence and to appeal 
to a wide range of people. I enjoyed talking 
about what I learned and condensing it into a 
short podcast that I could share.“ Q

More online
Visit wheatoncollege.edu/quarterly to listen to 
Watson Conversations and read fun facts about the 
Permanent Collection.

Detail from “Eve, no. 11 from the Unité Series, 65/130” by Le Corbusier, a gift of Dr. and Mrs. Harry L. Kozol (Ruth Massell, Class of 1925).

DAVID LAFERRIERE
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“Dress for mischief. 
Hats encouraged.”

With a party invitation like 
that, the unexpected would 
be expected and appropriate, 
considering that the party was 
for the January 11 launch of 
Professor Charlotte Meehan’s 
Boston multimedia theater 
company, Sleeping Weazel.

Opening night featured 
postmodern 1920s Paris 
fashions; selections from a play; 
cabaret singing; and Professor 
Stephanie Burlington Daniels, 
in a Victorian costume, playing 
Frankenstein author Mary 
Shelley lecturing to imaginary 
brides-to-be.

Sleeping Weazel is all about 
artistic surprises and pushing 
the boundaries of traditional 
theater, which is classic Meehan. 
This year, the company will be 
showcasing a mix of performance styles 
and genres that often blur the line between 
art forms, including a puppet performance 
piece. (The theater’s name is inherited from a 
multimedia company that her late filmmaker 
husband originally started in 1998.)

“In today’s economy, with so many 
theaters closing, we as artists need to find 
a way to invent our own possibilities for 
creating and presenting our work,” said 
Meehan, who started this Sleeping Weazel 
with three Wheaton alums. “I wanted to 
have a company that reflects the widest 
possible range of what I consider theater, to 
stretch the confines of the physical stage by 
presenting visual art in a theatrical context, 
and to create opportunities for artists to 
gather, collaborate and engage with new 
audiences who want to be surprised.”

She has built her career on multimedia 
and experimental theater productions in 
Boston, Providence and New York. This 
time, she’s working closely with three of 

her former students—Amanda Weir ’04, 
Adara Meyers ’08 and Jessica Foster ’05. The 
professor is the artistic director, and Meyers, 
Foster and Weir, whose play Perpetual 
Motion was presented at the launch party, 
are associate artists.

“I couldn’t have asked for a 
better team to work closely with 
me on this project. We each have 
skills and traits that complement 
those of the others,” said 
Meehan, Wheaton’s playwright-
in-residence. “The fact that my 
former students are working 
with me is an extension of my 
emphasis on building creative 
community in my classes. I 
encourage my students to support 
each other’s endeavors, both 
while they are studying with me 
and after they graduate.”

Said Foster: “I’m most excited 
about the opportunity to work 
with like-minded artists who 
are sincere.”

Foster and Weir both 
have M.F.A.’s in playwriting. 
Meyers, a freelance copy 
editor, and Weir have been 
living in Providence for the past 
few years, producing theater 

festivals together and developing their own 
performance pieces. Weir also works full 
time supporting an arts-based day program 
for mentally challenged adults in Rhode 
Island. Foster teaches English classes as an 
adjunct professor at Wentworth Institute of 
Technology and at Pine Manor College.

Two other alums are working with the 
company as affiliated artists—Mark Baumer 
’06 and Riley Waggaman ’10. Wheaton 
professors Daniels, David Fox, Clinton 
O’Dell and Jake Mahaffy also are affiliated 
artists and future collaborators. Meehan 
currently is writing a new multimedia 
play, Real Realism, that is scheduled to be 
Sleeping Weazel’s first long run of a play in 
spring 2013. Wheaton students will rehearse 
excerpts of this play in workshop this spring 
on campus.

All performances take place at Factory Theatre, 
a rented space at 791 Tremont St., in Boston. See 
the schedule of events and visit Sleeping Wea-
zel’s cyber art gallery at sleepingweazel.com.

Professor 
acts up 
with alums

Amanda Weir ’04, Jessica Foster ’05 and Adara Meyers ’08 (standing left to right) 
with Professor Charlotte Meehan on opening night.

Right, Professor Stephanie Daniels performs. D
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AROUND THE DIMPLE

Coloring outside the lines
A studio art major at Wheaton, Michele 
L’Heureux ’88 has taken a very creative 
route to a full-time career in art.

She has worked as a carpenter, 
environmental educator, grant writer, 
recruiter, marketing manager, copywriter, 
alumnae/i relations associate and graphic 
designer. Coming full circle back to 
Wheaton, she now is the new director of the 
Beard and Weil Galleries.

She is responsible for planning and 
executing four to eight exhibitions each 
academic year. This includes generating 
ideas and themes for exhibitions, 
researching artists, conducting studio visits, 
selecting artists and works for exhibition, 
collaborating with faculty and students, and 
handling all the logistics related to installing 
an exhibition.

“I love working on a liberal arts college 
campus, where art takes on new meanings 
through the eyes and minds of students, 
who have fresh perspectives and diverse 
life experiences that they bring to bear,” 
she says. “In taking this job, I was attracted 
to the challenge of curating in a new space 
with new colleagues at a place that I adore.”

For the past two years, L’Heureux has 
worked as the curator and director of the 
arts at Brandeis University’s Women’s 
Studies Research Center, where she still 
oversees a small gallery dedicated to 
feminist art exhibitions and programming. In 
addition, she has guest curated a number of 
exhibitions at regional venues.

“These experiences have really solidified 
my interest in curating and have sparked 
for me a passion for making connections 
between art and things going on in the 
community or in the world at large,” she says.

Art was always her first love, but after 
graduating from Wheaton she went to 
graduate school to study philosophy—her 
Wheaton minor.

Before completing her master’s, she went 
on a journey, driving her pickup truck from 
Boston to Alaska and back. The two-month 
odyssey gave her time to reflect on how best 
to use her creative talents. It also stimulated 

her interest in the natural environment. She 
took a job at a Connecticut park and nature 
center, where she taught environmental 
education classes, designed exhibits and 
curriculum, and cared for the park’s farm 
animals, reptiles and amphibians.

Meanwhile, she continued to work at her 
art, creating small paintings and drawings 
that were often inspired by her work at the 
nature center. Many years later she also 
earned a diploma in carpentry, and she ran 
her own remodeling business for a bit.

Her Wheaton education stayed with her.
“What Wheaton cultivated in me was 

the confidence and creativity to parlay my 
various skills into something that I wouldn’t 
necessarily have set out to do but that 
piqued my interest during a unique life 
experience,” she says. “That has been the 
theme for me ever since: Rather than pursue 
one linear career path, I have pursued 
various jobs that tap into different parts of 

me at different times.”
 Through all of the “careers,” she made art 

sporadically, mostly to give away to family 
and friends. But when she turned 40, she 
decided it was time “to stop complaining 
about not having the time or energy to be an 
artist and do something about it.”

She earned an M.F.A. in painting from the 
University of Massachusetts–Dartmouth in 
2009, and has since exhibited her work in 
several venues.

Now, she has big plans for the Wheaton 
galleries, including an exhibition that 
explores the intersections of science and 
art, in honor of the new science center. “I’m 
interested in finding ways to incorporate 
exhibitions into the curriculum more, to 
generate exhibitions that showcase both 
exceptional artistic talent and innovative 
ideas, and to use the space in more dynamic 
ways to engage viewers.” Q

“What Wheaton cultivated 

in me was the confidence 

and creativity to parlay my 

various skills into something 

that I wouldn’t necessarily 

have set out to do.”
Michele L’Heureux ’88, director of the 

Beard and Weil Galleries
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Publishing executive to speak at Commencement
Janet L. Robinson, former president and chief executive 
officer of the New York Times Company and now 
consultant, will address the Class of 2012 at Wheaton’s 
177th Commencement, to be held on Saturday, May 19.

Robinson will receive an honorary degree at 
Commencement, as will two of the college’s 
distinguished graduates, Deborah Haigh Dluhy ’62 and 
Barbara Jensky Kovensky ’67.

Robinson joined the Times company in 
1983 and was named CEO in 2004. In this 
role she oversaw and coordinated the compa-
ny’s operations and business units and worked 
closely with Times chairman and publisher 
Arthur Sulzberger Jr. to chart the company’s 
direction. (In December 2011 she announced 
her retirement from the company.)

Her tenure as CEO coincided with a 
seismic shift in the news industry, as print 
newspapers have declined and digital media 
have proliferated. In March 2011 Robinson 
oversaw the rollout of a digital subscription 
plan for the company’s web operation, 
nytimes.com, termed by New York 
Magazine as “one of the most impressive 
news sites on the planet.” This “paywall” 
subscription plan attracted nearly a quarter 
of a million subscribers in its first months.

A native of Fall River, Mass., Robinson 
graduated from Salve Regina College, and in 
1998 received an honorary doctor of business 
administration from her alma mater (now 
Salve Regina University).

She serves on the Presidential Board of 
Trustees of Salve Regina University and on 
the boards of the Newspaper Association of 
America and New England Sports Ventures. 
She is a member of the advisory board for 
New York Women in Communications, a 
member of the Leadership Committee for 
the Lincoln Center Consolidated Corporate 
Fund, and a trustee of the Carnegie 
Corporation of New York.

Dluhy, who will also be honored at 
Commencement, majored in art history at 
Wheaton and earned her doctorate in that 
field from Harvard University. She later 

became the first woman to serve as dean of 
the School of the Museum of Fine Arts, and 
also served as deputy director of the museum 
during her 32-year career at the MFA.

She has been a trustee of Wheaton 
since 2000, serving as chair from 2005 to 
2010. Previously, Dluhy filled a number 
of key volunteer roles for the college, 
including being a member of the President’s 
Commission and president of the Alumnae/i 
Association.

Kovensky, also receiving an honor-
ary degree, is president of Experchem 
Laboratories, a food science and technol-
ogy company in Toronto. She majored in 
chemistry at Wheaton and received her 
master of science degree from the University 
of Toronto. Kovensky is now recognized as a 
leading expert in food science and tech-
nology. Her many professional affiliations 
include the Order of Professional Chemists 
of Quebec, and the Association of Chemical 
Professionals of Ontario. Q

—Hannah Benoit

Janet L. Robinson will address the Class of 2012 at 
Commencement on May 19.

Deborah Haigh Dluhy ’62 Barbara Jensky Kovensky ’67
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Wulff explores the 
psychology of religion

Professor of Psychology David Wulff has 
been teaching at Wheaton since 1969. 
His scholarly work has mainly focused on 
the psychology of religion, including his 
book Psychology of Religion: Classic and 
Contemporary (2nd edition; Wiley, 1997), 
which has been translated into Swedish, 
Polish, Farsi and Chinese. His current 
projects include the editing of a handbook 
on the psychology of religion for Oxford 
University Press and the development of 
what he calls the “Faith Q-Sort,” a device 
for assessing a wide variety of positions 
on faith, ranging from indifference or even 
hostility toward religion or spirituality to 
strongly favorable attitudes, both conservative and liberal. 
In addition to being an accomplished professor and author, 
he has been a sought-after speaker at conferences. Last year 
alone he traveled abroad three times to address conferences 
in China, Italy and Denmark. He was awarded an honorary 
doctorate by Lund University in Sweden in 1993, and 
has been honored in various ways by the American 
Psychological Association. In May he plans to retire from 
Wheaton to devote more time to his projects, including 
consulting with two universities in China to help set up 
psychology and religion programs there. We talked to him 
about his most recent research.

Tell me about your current Faith 
Q-Sort research.

I’ve developed an assess-
ment instrument that I call 
the Faith Q-Sort. It consists of 
101 statements that are sorted 
along a nine-point continuum 
according to how well each 
describes the person carrying 
out the sort. There’s something 
there for everyone, whatever 
his or her religious tradition, 
disposition, or outlook, includ-
ing secular humanists and the 
so-called new atheists. Statistical 
analysis of group data yields 
“prototypes,” detailed portraits 
of particular faith positions. 

In the U.S., three main ones 
have emerged: Traditionally 
Theistic, Secular-Humanistic, 
and Spiritually Attuned. Various 
minor prototypes have also ap-
peared, including Reluctantly 
Skeptical, Institutionally 
Anchored, Extrinsically Religious, 
Situationally Religious, and 
Religiously Indifferent. Among 
the Q-Sort’s unique virtues is its 
usability both for research and 
individual assessment. 

Why is this assessment important 
for researchers as well as for 
individuals? 

Researchers are interested in de-
termining both the causes and the 

implications, for individuals and 
society, of the various forms of 
religiosity. There is much dispute 
over what these forms are and 
how to label and assess them. 
Researchers typically decide 
in advance, based on popular 
discourse and their own personal 
views, what the significant forms 
are. The Faith Q-Sort, in contrast, 
invites the respondents to identify 
them through their sortings of 
the diverse statements. It also ac-
knowledges that, beyond certain 
common trends, there are qualita-
tive differences from person to 
person and group to group; these 
it preserves. So, for research-
ers, the FQS promises a more 
adequate way of assessing the 
varieties of faith; for individuals, it 
offers a more sensitive portrait of 
their views and a new vocabulary 
for talking about them.

What drew you to the subject 
matter?

As I started graduate school at 
the University of Michigan at the 
age of 20, I was religiously in 
transition. I started reading in the 
field as a way of trying to figure 
out what my options might be. In 

my second year I responded to a 
call for volunteers—unpaid—to 
teach “Psychology and Religion.” 
The next year I was given full 
responsibility for the course, 
and the explosion of interest in 
it—enrollments went from 60 
to 500 over several years—was 
naturally highly reinforcing. It 
slowed down progress in my 
graduate studies, but then it also 
laid essential foundations for 
what proved to be my scholarly 
career. 

Why is it so interesting to you?

To me, the realm of religion is 
endlessly fascinating, given the 
extraordinary range of experi-
ences, images, doctrines, objects, 
and practices that compose it 
and its centrality in the lives of 
people the world over. Bounded 
only by the limits of human 
imagination, religion offers an 
unrivaled expressive medium 
for embodying the best and the 
worst of our dispositions and 
capacities. It can both stretch and 
diminish us. I see it as a major 
touchstone for psychology, a 
perennial challenge to its theories 
and methods.

KEITH NORDSTROM
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Faculty
Jonathan Brumberg-Kraus, professor of religion, was a con-
tributing writer to the book The Jewish Annotated New Testament 
(Oxford University Press, 2011). His student research assistant, 
Seth Robinson ’11, aided Brumberg-Kraus in the writing process.

Michael Gousie, professor of mathematics and computer sci-
ence, presented “Focus + Context for Visualizing Uncertainty in 
DEMs” on Oct. 24, 2011, at the IEEE Information Visualization 
Conference in Providence, R.I. 

Nancy Kendrick, professor of philosophy, presented 
“Wollstonecraft on Friendship, Utility and Pleasure” on Oct. 27, 
2011, at the Canadian Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies in 
Hamilton, Ontario. 

John Kricher, professor of biology, presented “Neotropical Bird 
Speciation” to the Essex County Ornithological Club on Nov. 
2, 2011, at the Peabody Essex Museum in Salem, Mass. In his 
presentation, he spoke of bird speciation patterns and species 
generation causation, with a focus on Ecuador.

Yuen-Gen Liang, assistant professor of history, along with the 
executive committee of the Spain-North Africa Project (SNAP), 
organized a one-day conference titled “Spanning the Straits: 
Unity/Disunity in the Western Mediterranean” at Catholic 
University of America, on Nov. 30, 2011. As executive director of 
SNAP, he gave the opening address and moderated a roundtable 
discussion. 

M. Gabriela Torres, assistant professor of anthropology, re-
ceived the New England Council of Latin American Studies 2011 
Best Article Prize on Nov. 5, 2011, for “Precursors to Femicide: 
Guatemalan Women in a Vortex of Violence,” an article she co-
authored with David Carey Jr. The article, which was published 
in the Latin American Research Review, was recognized by the 
committee as “an important contribution to Latin American gen-
der history and our current understandings of post-war violence 
against Guatemalan women.” 

Joanne Mouradjian, assistant professor of music in perfor-
mance, performed “Groung” (The Crane) at “Salute Armenia,” a 
celebration at St. Peter and St. Paul Cathedral in Providence, R.I., 
on Sept. 10, 2011.  

Alumnae/i
Kristin Sundin Brandt ’94, co-founder (with Erin Kane) of Manic 
Mommies, a community for moms (and dads) trying to manage 
the combination of work and family, won two silver awards in 
the 2011 international W3 Awards competition. The website 
ManicMommies.com  won in the categories of writing/copy and 
home page. The site was launched in 2011 following a redesign in 
collaboration with web designer Zach Magoon ’96.

Candice “Candy” Nelson ’71, an associate professor of govern-
ment at American University in Washington, D.C., had her manu-
script Grant Park: The Democratization of Presidential Elections 
1968–2008 published by the Brookings Institute Press. 

Jo Ann Simons ’75, president and CEO of Cardinal Cushing 
Centers, was awarded a bronze medal in the parenting category 
by Independent Publisher, recognizing her book The Down 
Syndrome Transition Handbook: Charting Your Child’s Course to 
Adulthood (Woodbine House, 2010). 

Sally Bedell Smith ’70 published Elizabeth The Queen: The Life 
of a Modern Monarch (Random House, January 2011).

What is your goal regarding the 
research?

All of my work in the psychol-
ogy of religion has had one 
major goal: to reinvigorate the 

field and to make it a truly 
unbiased, nonsectarian and 
productive enterprise. The field 
has Protestant-Christian roots—
liberal ones—going back to the 
Social Gospel movement, which 
was part of the Progressive Era 
early in the twentieth century. 
Early proponents were mainly 
interested in reinterpreting reli-
gion to make it more acceptable 
and serviceable in the modern 
age. In recent time, conserva-
tive Christian psychologists in 
the U.S. have been increasingly 
entering the field, establishing 
agendas and designing research 
projects that are subtly if not bla-
tantly sectarian—proposing, for 
example, to develop an explic-
itly theistic psychology. I have a 
lot of work yet to do!

Why are you retiring now?

Retirement mainly represents 
for me an opportunity to catch 
up on scholarly work, including 
three more books I’m committed 
to editing or writing and a fourth 
that is incubating. It will also give 
me a more flexible schedule to 
spend time with colleagues at 
universities abroad and to host 
them here in the U.S. 

What will you remember most 
about your years at Wheaton?

I expect it will be those stu-
dents who genuinely appreciat-
ed what I had to offer and who 
said it made a difference in 
their lives. Especially memora-
ble will be students with whom 
I worked closely—students 
who took several of my cours-
es, completed a senior thesis 
under my supervision, and then 
entered graduate programs that 
allowed them to continue in 
a similar direction. But I will 
surely remember many col-
leagues, in and outside of my 
department, as well as admin-
istrative and staff persons who 
were encouraging or helpful in 
one way or another. Q

Faith prototypes
Traditionally Theistic: 
feels personally forgiven 
and protected by a spiritual 
being as well as guided 
and sustained by religious 
scriptures and prayer.

Secular-Humanistic:  
guided by scientific and 
rational principles as well as 
a core of values in striving to 
make the world a better place 
to live. 

Spiritually Attuned: views 
the transcendent as a deep 
mystery and religious faith 
as a personal, never-ending 
quest; reports moments 
of profound illumination, 
especially in the midst of the 
natural world. 

Reluctantly Skeptical: 
privately regrets the loss of 
all but the moral or ethical 
core of childhood faith; feels 
adrift, without a clear purpose 
or goal. 

Institutionally Anchored: 
has an exceptionally strong 
commitment to the teachings 
and practices of some 
religious institution, seemingly 
in compensation for a 
guilt-ridden and precarious 
personal faith.

Extrinsically Religious: too 
busy to think about spiritual 
matters and impervious to the 
suffering of others; becomes 
more religious at times of 
personal crisis and prays to a 
protective, parent-like god for 
solace and protection. 

Situationally Religious: 
views the world within a 
vague and shifting religious 
framework that comes more 
fully into focus in particular 
settings, including nature; 
in response to music, art or 
poetry; or during times of 
personal crisis.
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Winning combination
Students excel in academics and athletics
This academic year 17 Wheaton student-athletes have earned 2011 New England 
Women’s and Men’s Athletic Conference All-Academic Team honors. Honorees 
are required to have a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.5 on a 4.0 scale or 4.35 on a 
5.0 scale after the 2011 spring season. They also need to have been a member of a 
varsity team for the entire season. The students may play different sports and pursue 
different majors, but they all have one thing in common—commitment to being the 
best in academics as well as athletics. Performing amazing balancing acts every day, 
they push their bodies and minds as far as they can, while wishing they could do even 
more. We asked some of them about the secret to their success.

Kevin “Max” Swanson ’13 
MAJOR: History with a European concentration 
(economics minor) 

SPORT: Soccer (captain)

EXTRA POINTS: League of Historical Studies

SUCCESS ON THE FIELD: I try to be a good student-
athlete role model for my teammates because their 
success ultimately reflects on the team and me. 
The most important aspect for success has to be 
dedication. A day full of classes can be exhausting, 

but being able to play your heart out on the field, 
even when you are stressed and tired, is essential for 
success. 

SUCCESS IN THE CLASSROOM: Academic success 
comes from the satisfaction of knowing I have tried my 
hardest and that, ultimately, I have learned something 
new from whatever I am studying. Having a coach who 
understands the importance of academics allows me 
to know that going to class and getting my work done 
is always supported. 

WINNING COMBINATION: Passion. If I were not 
excited by the work that I am doing on the field or 
in the classroom, I would find it difficult to get the 
drive necessary to succeed in either. Sometimes the 
hardest thing is time management. Between classes 
and soccer, there is very little time to get everything 
done. Finding the right balance between socializing 
and getting work done is something you need to learn 
early on so that you are not stressed out come the end 
of the semester.

Emily Davisson ’12 
MAJOR: Psychology

SPORT: Volleyball

EXTRA POINTS: Wheaton athletic mentor, Psychology 
Club advertising chair, IES Abroad student ambassador

SUCCESS ON THE COURT: Walking off the court 
knowing that I did everything in my own power to 
play my best and to encourage my teammates to play 
their best. The number of wins is a typical measure of 
success, but I don’t necessarily agree. If my team wins 
a game, but I know that I slacked off, I don’t feel as 
rewarded in the end. I am very grateful for my coach, 
Craig Letourneau, whose enthusiasm and constructive 
criticism have fostered my love of the game. I am also 
thankful for my professors understanding when I have 

had to occasionally leave class early for a match. I’ve 
also seen a few of them in the stands, which further 
illustrates the close relationships I have been able to 
make with them. 

SUCCESS IN THE CLASSROOM: Just like in 
volleyball, academic success comes from using all 
of my available resources, such as professors’ office 
hours, tutoring sessions and study groups. I learned 
early on in my Wheaton career to reach out to my 
professors and that no question is a stupid question. 
Success in college is very different from success in 
high school, because in college you don’t have anyone 
breathing down your neck, making sure you get your 
assignments in. It takes an intrinsic drive. 

WINNING COMBINATION: An intrinsic will to 
want to succeed. Even if you are the best athlete 
or the smartest student, you have to want to use 
your talents. You have to have a competitive edge. 
Competition drives me in both my academics and 
volleyball. In volleyball, this is obvious. But, as I am 
starting to prepare graduate school applications, my 
competitive side comes out and encourages me to be 
the best student that I can be because I am competing 
for a spot at a school. 

More online
Read comments from Christina Cannon ’13, 
Lyndsay Cooke ’14 and Shoshana Kruskal ’14, 
and see the full All-Academic list at wheatoncollege.
edu/quarterly.

PHOTOS BY KEITH NORDSTROM
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Savannah Geasey ’12 
MAJOR: Anthropology

SPORT: Track and field, cross country (captain)

EXTRA POINTS: Student Trustee-Alumnae/i Council 
(vice chair), resident advisor, Anthropology Club 
member

SUCCESS ON THE TRACK OR TRAIL: Success in 
cross country/track means working to achieve goals 
you set for yourself. This can mean running faster 
and placing higher in a race, but for me, success also 
relates to goals off the track as well. Of course I value 
improvements in my performance, but success is 
also about fostering a productive team atmosphere 
and setting an example for underclassmen, both on 
and off the track. As a senior, seeing underclassmen 
achieve their own successes has been one of the most 
rewarding forms of success that I have experienced 
as a student-athlete. Personal dedication and hard 
work have definitely contributed to my success in 

cross country and track. These factors have allowed 
me to achieve a healthy and successful balance of my 
academic, athletic and social lives—a balance that 
has been critical to my success in athletics overall. 
On the track these factors have also allowed me to 
physically push myself beyond what I thought I was 
capable of.

SUCCESS IN THE CLASSROOM: Academic success 
is about putting your absolute best effort into your 
work. I have come to recognize that effort doesn’t 
always exactly correlate with a specific grade, but 
if I hand something in and know that I am proud of 
my work because I did my very best, for me, this is 
success. Academic success is also about using what 
you have learned to enrich your life and the lives 
of others. The skills and knowledge I have learned 
through my Wheaton education have allowed me 
to apply myself to many opportunities. Success is 
about applying your academics to your life outside the 
classroom. The same factors that have helped me be 

a successful athlete have helped me be a successful 
student—dedication and hard work. My professors 
really recognize dedication and hard work and have 
encouraged and supported me because of that. 

THE WINNING COMBINATION: Persistence has led 
me to be successful in both academics and athletics. 
In both of these realms you don’t always achieve 
your goals right away, but if you persevere and keep 
working toward them, it will pay off.  

Sarah Crom ’14 
MAJORS: Economics and Hispanic studies

SPORT: Tennis

EXTRA POINTS: VUJ (Voices United to Jam), 
preceptor

SUCCESS ON THE COURT: Reaching the goals I set 
for myself and with my team at the beginning of our 
season, as well as knowing that I have improved my 
game and contributed to the overall successes of the 
team. My desire to do well contributes to my success, 
and most importantly, the support I get from my family 
and team members. 

SUCCESS IN THE CLASSROOM: Academic success 
means working hard to reach my goals, growing on a 
personal and academic level, and knowing that I did 
my best at the end of the semester. Obviously, good 
grades as a consequence of those things are part of 
the success. 

THE WINNING COMBINATION: Determination to do 
well, my organizational and time-management skills, 
and the support I get from my parents, professors and 
teammates. Not letting my academics influence my 
performance as an athlete and vice versa.

Emily Chick ’14 
MAJOR: Hispanic studies

SPORT: Field hockey

EXTRA POINTS: Worked with Amnesty International

SUCCESS ON THE FIELD: It’s all about personal 
improvement, doing the best you can and being a 
team player. Personal improvement is key to any 
player’s success. It doesn’t matter how good you are, 
you can always get better. As an athlete, I always hold 
myself to my own highest standards and consider it 
my job to be the best I can be. 

SUCCESS IN THE CLASSROOM: Academic success 
isn’t just about the grades. Being academically 
successful means learning the material and working 
hard outside of class so that you hand in your best 

work. Most of the focus in college is on grades, but 
what’s really important is learning and understanding 
the material we’re being taught.

THE WINNING COMBINATION: For me, what it takes 
to succeed in sports and what it takes to succeed in 
the classroom are practically the same. It’s all about 
being self-driven to do your best and being challenged 
by those around you. Whether it’s on the field or in the 
classroom, you have to work hard. Not many people 
realize the time commitment that comes with being 
an athlete. At least two hours every day is committed 
to sports, more when you factor in games. When you 
add this to the already heavy workload at a prestigious 
school like Wheaton, you tend to run out of time to fit 
everything in during the day.
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Edible knowledge
In September, the campus farmers 
market added a “learning garden 
table,” providing visitors with 
information on food-related subjects. 
The first yummy lesson: Chef Rosa 
Galeno and members of the Wheaton 
Greenhouse Group demonstrated 
how to preserve basil and dry red 
peppers. Also, members of the Asian 
American Coalition presented a 
hands-on lesson in how to make a 
Korean favorite—kimbap. Delicious.

Faith in art
Israeli-American artist Diana Gilon was on campus for a week in November to help 
create a 7-foot-by-4-foot mural centered on interfaith coexistence, at the invitation 
of the Office of Service, Spirituality and Social Responsibility. The Wheaton 
community was invited to participate in painting the portable artwork, which has 
been displayed in the Balfour-Hood café. 

AMIE ROSENBLUM ’12 PHOTOS

HANNAH BENOIT

CHARLES WANG ’15
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Chronicle notes 
scholar ranking
Wheaton continues to rank 
among the top 10 liberal arts 
colleges in the nation when it 
comes to preparing students to 
win Fulbright Scholarships for 
advanced study and work abroad.

Wheaton tied for ninth place 
in the number of students who 
received Fulbrights in 2011, 
sharing the spot with Bowdoin, 
Connecticut and Wellesley 
colleges, among others, accord-
ing to the Chronicle of Higher 
Education and the Institute for 
International Education, which 
administers the Fulbright program.

Twelve colleges in 
Massachusetts made the list; 
Wheaton ranked fourth among 
the commonwealth’s colleges in 
the percentage of Fulbright nomi-
nees chosen for the award, trail-
ing Smith, Babson and Boston 
colleges, respectively.

This marks the seventh consecu-
tive year that Wheaton has ranked 
among the nation’s top liberal 
arts colleges in the production 
of Fulbright Scholars. Overall, 
the college’s students have won 
62 Fulbright awards from 1998 
through 2011.

N.Y. Times talks to 
Crutcher about online 
high schools
The far-reaching impact of the 
Internet and communication 
technology has yet to be fully 
understood. Every week, it 
seems, a new business venture 
appears that applies the 
power of digital technology 
to a new arena, raising mind-
boggling possibilities and new 
complications.

One of the latest developments: 
online high schools established 
by colleges and universities. The 
New York Times took note of the 
trend in a recent news story.

While Wheaton has not joined 
the rush to establish its own 
high school, President Ronald A. 
Crutcher’s role as co-chair of a 
national campaign to promote 
liberal learning led the New 
York Times to talk with him 
about the trend.

 “From my perspective, col-
leges, concentrate on what you’re 
good at,” he advised, adding 
that he had recently declined 
an offer from a for-profit educa-
tion company to join other small 
liberal arts institutions in forming 
an online high school in their 
image. “Be consultants, but don’t 
contribute to a trend that I think 
has some real problems.”

Media seek Professor 
Collins’s perspective
The possibility that life might 
exist, in some form, beyond 
planet Earth intrigues scientists 
and science fiction buffs alike.

The latest findings by a group of 
NASA scientists who are studying 
Jupiter’s moon Europa suggest that 
it may have large lakes, one of 
which holds enough water to fill 
the American Great Lakes.

The research, which was 
published in the journal Science, 
inspired widespread international 
news coverage. Several journalists 
called on Professor of Geology 
Geoffrey Collins for perspective 
on the exciting new findings.

News reports that quoted 
Professor Collins include articles 
published by Sky & Telescope 
and the Christian Science 
Monitor.

The team’s new explanation 
“is a really interesting half-way 
point that is much more real-
istic,” says Collins, a planetary 
scientist. “It’s not just ‘only liq-
uid down here and only ice up 
there.’ There are perched lakes 
or slushy areas in the ice shell 
that may be having a huge effect 
on the surface geology.” Q

WHEATON IN THE NEWS
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Words of advice
At the invitation of the Filene Center for Academic Advising 
and Career Services, author Trish Clark Ryan ’91 visited 
Professor Deyonne Bryant’s “Creative Nonfiction Workshop” 
and held an evening workshop to encourage students to tell 
their personal stories. Ryan is the author of He Loves Me, He 
Loves Me Not: A Memoir of Finding Faith, Hope, and Happily 
Ever After (Hachette, 2008) and A Maze of Grace: A Memoir 
of Second Chances (Hachette, 2010). Her best advice: “Know 
where you want your story to end. Whether you are giving 
an interview answer, drafting a personal statement, or in a 
‘getting to know you’ conversation at a cocktail party, have 
a point that you’re driving toward as you write or speak, and 
keep that ending in mind. Ideally, each piece of the story you 
share should move you closer to that ending. To do this, you’ll 
need some early drafts. It takes practice to connect the dots.” 
Read her blog at patheos.com/blogs/trishryan.

Family in the Renaissance
Art history professor Touba Ghadessi and history professor 
Yuen-Gen Liang co-organized the New England Renaissance 
Conference, which was hosted by Wheaton in November. 

With “Expanding 
Relations: Family in 
the Renaissance” 
as the theme, noted 
scholars from 
the New England 
region presented 
their scholarship 
and talked about 
all facets of family 
and its effects in a 
world of changing 
politics, societies, 
knowledge, art and 
self-awareness. 
The conference 
directly tied into 
the themes and 
pedagogies of several 
Wheaton classes. In 
conjunction with the 

event, the Beard and Weil Galleries hosted the exhibition “The Art 
of Intellectual Community: Early Modern Objects and Pedagogy,” 
highlighting Wheaton’s collection of Renaissance art. Liang and 
Ghadessi co-curated the exhibition.
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and his 
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Archaeologist Sean Britt 
digs into the past, makes 
way for the future 

By Sandy Coleman

Sean Britt ’00 got his first taste of 
archaeological field research working on a 
sugarcane plantation one summer while a 
junior at Wheaton.

His interest had already been piqued 
by “Anthropology 101,” his favorite class, 
and deepened as he pursued his major in 
history and minor in anthropology, just one 
course short of a double major. And then 
Jim Chiarelli, the father of James Chiarelli 
Jr. ’02, offered him a job at the Earthwatch 
Institute working on an archaeological dig 
examining a historic sugarcane plantation on 
the Caribbean island of Nevis.

At the time, Jim Chiarelli was 
the program director for social 
sciences at Earthwatch. Two 
nights before he and Britt were set 
to leave for the field, Chiarelli had 
an accident and broke his arm 
and wrist. So it was left to Britt to 
direct and oversee the project.

“I was given some instructions 
on how to set up the project, a 
few thousand dollars and a bag of 
equipment,” Britt recalls. “I ended 
up, literally, being thrown in the mix 
of things and learning ‘trial by fire.’”

Luckily, Wheaton had prepared 
him: “A lesson I was given at 
a young age but that Wheaton 
solidified in a life-changing way 
for me is that you can do anything 

you put your mind to,” he says. 
“If you want to start an interest 
group, you can. If you want to 
create your own major, you can. I 
think society, in particular, popu-
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lar media, is constantly bombarding people 
with negativity. Whether it’s a gloomy news 
story or a colleague telling you it can never 
be done, we always seem to be pointed to 
our limits and not our potential. Wheaton 
not only helps you see your potential, but 
also provides the tools and support you 
need to get there.”

The lesson has served Britt well over the 
years, as he has quickly built a career as an 
archaeologist—from the Caribbean islands to 
Canada. His Wheaton education, combined 
with that summer experience, not only led to 
the basis of his master’s thesis, but also to the 
permanent job at Earthwatch right out of col-
lege that sent him on his successful way.

Currently, he is a full-time archaeolo-
gist with Bison Historical Services Ltd., in 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada. There, he travels 
the province conducting projects that help 
public and private developers comply with 
provincial and federal regulations designed 
to protect historical resources. His challenge 
each day is to facilitate a balance between 
preserving the fragile archaeological records 
of the past while making way for the future.

“The dominant type of archaeology 
conducted today is known as cultural 
resources management,” says Britt. “This 
is archaeology that is done by private firms 
like Bison on behalf of clients (oil and gas 
companies, government agencies, housing 
developers) in order to meet state, provincial 
and federal regulations.”

The mandate of regulations, for the most 
part, is to preserve the heritage resources that 
are discovered on sites. However, government 
officials try to avoid standing in the way of 
development, so sometimes projects go forward 
regardless of whether historical resources 
are involved, as long as there is proper 
documentation of what is there, says Britt. 

He investigates areas slated for develop-
ment through a combination of a visual 
surface reconnaissance, strategically placed 
shovel tests, and full-scale excavations to 
assess for any historical resources. Those re-
sources can include items such as stone tools; 
ceramic and glass fragments; ethnobotanical 
items such as seeds and pollen; soil features 
(old fire pits known as hearths); landscapes 
modified by humans (rock quarries, mounds); 

and historic structures. On one project in 
northern Alberta, Britt and his crew uncov-
ered a projectile point that dated to between 
9,000 and 10,000 B.P. (Before Present).

The goal is to “preserve” history by 
extracting as much information as possible. 
In the end, many of the resources are 
preserved because the client chooses to 
relocate the project rather than invest in 
the work necessary to properly document 
the site, which involves excavation of up to 
about 5 percent of the site.

Joe Moravetz, a senior project archaeolo-
gist at Bison Historical Services Ltd., and 
one of four partners who own the company, 
notes that, in Alberta, there are thousands of 
culturally significant areas.

 “Sean has discovered and recorded 
many new historical resource sites,” says 
Moravetz. “On most occasions, his recom-
mendations have ensured preservation of 
heritage resource sites because of changes 
to the development footprint. On some 
occasions, when the development footprint 
cannot be altered, Sean undertakes a mitiga-
tion strategy consisting of an archaeological 
excavation with the main goal being to col-
lect archaeological information.

“While development cannot be 
avoided, the recovery of artifacts and 
the interpretation of those finds provide 
the story, in effect, answering the basic 
questions of when the site was used, 
who was there, what they did, and 
how they did it. Sean’s contribution 
to archaeological knowledge through 
recommendations of avoidance or mitigation 
of archaeological sites within the path of 
proposed developments is invaluable to the 
preservation of our record to be enjoyed by 
future generations.”

A project that Britt conducted not long 
ago at a location known to have historical 
resources illustrates both the challenging as 
well as rewarding nature of his work. When 
he arrived at the site last year, development 
was already under way. Part of the site 
had been destroyed without a proper 
assessment. He got the client to give a stop-
work order so he could examine the area. 
His investigation uncovered the fact that 
the location had been a quarry where stone 
tools were made during prehistoric times. 

“The interesting part of the site was that 
the material they used was quartzite from 
a glacial erratic. A glacial erratic is a stone 
that is moved from one location to another 
via glaciers thousands of years ago. The 
government is interested in this project, as it 
could provide insight into how First Nations 
peoples used glacial erratics, and specifi-
cally, the southern Alberta glacial chain. The 
project is currently in review and, if the de-
veloper cannot avoid the site, we will hope-
fully get a chance to excavate it and uncover 
a little more information about our past.”

The joy of digging into this kind of 
information is exactly why he became an 
archaeologist in the first place.
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Britt has a master’s degree in his-
torical archaeology from the University of 
Massachusetts-Boston, where he wrote his 
thesis, “Fueling the Fire: An Examination of 
Inter-relationships between Humans and the 
Environment through Colonial Caribbean 
Fuel Sources.” He presented the paper at 
the Society for Post-Medieval Archaeology’s 
Annual Conference in 2005, and it was pub-
lished last spring in the Journal for Historical 
Archaeology.

For an archaeologist, having excellent 
writing skills is just as important as having a 
good shovel. Britt credits Associate Professor 
of History John Bezis-Selfa for helping him 
develop his writing.

“He was certainly a tough grader—I have 
the papers with his famous multicolored pen 
marks to prove it—but his creative criticism 
made me a much better writer,” says Britt, 
who calls him his favorite professor to this day.

Bezis-Selfa remembers him well, too. 
Britt was in the first First-Year Seminar that 
the professor taught at Wheaton, and he 
went on to take a number of courses from 
Bezis-Selfa, including an independent study 
on the history of plantation societies in 
the Caribbean. A small clay pot that Britt 
brought back from that summer on Nevis sits 
on display in Bezis-Selfa’s office.

“Sean is one of the most curious, adven-
turous, risk-taking students whom I have 
had the privilege to teach,” Bezis-Selfa says. 
“I recall attending the celebration of Sean’s 
graduation at his home, where his mother 
exclaimed, mostly in amusement but with a 
tinge of befuddlement, that she had sent two 
children (including Sean’s older sister, who 
also studied archaeology) to college, where 
they learned to dig in dirt.”

After Wheaton, Britt started work at 
Earthwatch full time as an expedition coor-
dinator. Within six months, he was promot-
ed to assistant to the chief science officer, 
who coincidentally was Marie “Scooter” 
Studer ’83.

In 2005, he began working at the 
Yellowstone to Yukon Conservation Initiative 
in Canada, where he previously had helped 
foster a memorandum of understanding with 
Earthwatch. He started as a coordinator at 
Yellowstone, and, again within six months, 
was promoted to director of conservation, 

where he was responsible for a budget of 
more than $800,000, developing a vi-
sion and the work plan for a U.S.–Canada 
transboundary conservation program and 
managing a staff of five. In 2009, he started 
at Bison.

When he’s not getting the scoop on his-
tory there, he’s still outdoors, indulging his 
other passion—fly-fishing. 

His interest in fly-fishing began when he 
was 15 years old and blossomed when he 
moved to Calgary, where he lives within eight  
minutes of a world-famous blue-ribbon trout 
stream (the Bow River). “When I moved here,  
my fishing went from a few days a year to a 
hundred a year. Now, I’ve expanded my fly-
fishing résumé to include Mexico and Cuba.”

For fun (and extra money) he works part 
time for the local Fish Tales Fly Shop. He’s 
become quite the expert at it. He’s written 
a manual on custom rod-building, will be 
rewriting the shop’s manual on fly-fishing, 
and is planning to lead a fly-fishing trip 
to Mexico this year. He’s also started his 
own company, Tightlines Productions Ltd., 
which makes fly-fishing maps of local riv-
ers. Later this year, the Canadian fly-fishing 
championships come to his hometown and 
he hopes to put together a team to com-
pete in tournaments.

He has even found a way to combine 
his interests. Last April, he presented a talk 
titled “Archaeology for Anglers,” recogniz-
ing the fact that the majority of archaeo-
logical sites are found in and around river 
drainage systems, with hundreds of them in 
Calgary alone. He talked about the nature 
of archaeological sites, what to look for, and 
what to do if you encounter something while 
in or around the water. His hope is that his 
fellow anglers can help preserve the past 
while enjoying their time on the water.

History is always on his mind, even while 
fishing, because it’s so important, he says. 
“I’ve always been interested in history and 
the role it could play in our present and 
future. We as humans think we know every-
thing, but if you look at history, we tend to 
make the same mistakes over and over again, 
especially regarding the depletion of our natu-
ral resources. My only hope is that we can 
learn from some of our past mistakes.” Q

When he’s not getting the 

scoop on history, he’s still 

outdoors, indulging his other 

passion—fly-fishing.
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Success for students. That’s 
the goal of Go Beyond: Campaign for Wheaton. The 
generosity of alumnae/i, parents and friends is making 
a difference for students by expanding scholarship 

resources, creating 
funds for student-
faculty research and 
improving campus 
facilities. The 
campaign now 
stands at $105 
million, on its way 
toward the goal of 
$120 million by  
June 30, 2014.

Progress in numbers
Science center: 
$35,011,279 committed to expanding and enhancing science 
facilities through the Mars Center for Science and Technology.

Goal: $35 million

Student scholarships: 
$33,511,858 committed to increasing scholarship support for 
Wheaton students and their families.

Goal: $50.6 million 

Annual support: 
$24,902,729 contributed to the Wheaton Fund since July 1, 2005. 
Alumnae/i, parents and friends have committed $2,826,988 since 
July 1, 2011.

Goal: $4.3 million for fiscal year 2012 (ending on June 30, 2012); 
$34.4 million by June 30, 2014. 

Student-faculty research: 
$400,000 committed to support student-faculty research 
collaborations through the establishment of endowed funds for that 
purpose.

Artificial turf field: 
Construction by fall 2013 of an artificial turf field and lighting to 
expand opportunities for intercollegiate, club and intramural sports. 

Goal: $3,865,000 by June 30, 2012.

Campaign leadership
Kenneth R. Babby ’02

Nancy Pearlstine Conger ’67, co-chair

Deborah Haigh Dluhy ’62

Debra Kent Glidden ’68, co-chair

Thomas Hollister, co-chair

Janet Lindholm Lebovitz ’72

Margaret Dunn Smith ’73

More online
wheatoncollege.edu/giving
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A conversation with… 

Margaret Dunn Smith ’73
The Quarterly recently caught up with Trustee Margaret ”Maggie” Dunn Smith ’73, the busy owner 
and operator of the Warren (Vt.) Store and two luxury inns, Winvian in Litchfield Hills, Conn., and 
the Pitcher Inn in Warren, Vt. A member of the Campaign Steering Committee, Smith shared her 
feelings about Wheaton, the campaign and the spirit of giving.

What message do you take from the 
campaign’s success so far?
In spite of these challenging economic times, philanthropy 
at Wheaton has never been stronger. Donors clearly 
understand that a Wheaton education is a transformative 
experience. Our alumnae/i, parents and friends recognize 
the importance of donating generously to honor Wheaton’s 
past and to preserve its legacy for future generations.

Of the remaining priorities for the campaign 
(student scholarships, student-faculty 
research funds or the Wheaton Fund), which 
one means the most to you and why?

All three are of critical importance to the suc-
cessful completion of this campaign. Personally, 
I contribute annually to support my endowed 

scholarship and the Wheaton Fund. Student scholar-
ships are vital to the Wheaton community because they 
enable qualified candidates to enroll regardless of their 
ability to pay. My four siblings and I were fortunate to 
attend liberal arts institutions thanks to the hard work 

of our parents, who impressed upon us the lifelong value 
of learning in a rigorous environment. I share my parents’ 
dedication to the education process and will continue to 
help qualified students gain access to the same benefits I 
was privileged to enjoy.

What is the most important message about 
the campaign that you would want others to 
know?
Every gift makes a difference and is tremendously 
appreciated! Our gifts make it possible for Wheaton to 
hire outstanding faculty, improve campus facilities, build 
and renovate student housing, and enhance science, 
technology, the arts and athletics. All of these are 
necessary to attract a highly qualified and diverse student 
body. The recent completion of the spectacular Mars 
Center for Science and Technology is a wonderful example 
of what can be accomplished when individuals work 
together toward a common goal.

You recently said that your community’s 
response to a disaster at your inn in Vermont 
reminded you of Wheaton. How so?
Last fall, a stream rose 15 feet to become a raging river 
that ran through Warren, leaving silt, mud and devastation 
behind. I was completely blown away by the outpouring 
of the Pitcher Inn and Warren Store staff, friends, acquain-
tances and strangers who rallied to help. With strong 
backs, willing hands and loving hearts, they removed six 
truckloads of dirt and debris — all by hand in a bucket-
brigade formation. It was a most amazing display of sup-
port. I feel that this same kind of love and attention comes 
to institutions like Wheaton because of shared bonds and 
experiences. The right cause bubbles up to the top, and 
supporters appear. Everyone shares the rewards because 
they all share a stake in the greater community. Q
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Lifelong connection
Wheaton students will benefit for years to come from 
a scholarship fund established through a generous gift 
from the estate of Helen Dixon Kunzelmann P’65.

Mrs. Kunzelmann, a graduate of the 
Dana Hall School and Vassar College, was 
the mother of Susan Kunzelmann ’65, who 
passed away in 1994, and the mother-in-law 
of Joan Margaret Atwood Kunzelmann ’65.

The establishment of the scholarship 
reflects the Kunzelmann family’s connection 
to Wheaton and the strong bonds of 
friendship that Susan forged at the college, 
says her sister-in-law Joan Kunzelmann ’65. 
“She was larger than life.”

One of her classmates, Jean Jones Beard 
’65, also remembers Susan as a vibrant per-
son with a strong personality. “Somewhere 
I have a photo of her. It was taken at school. 
She’s holding a book, the title of which read 
Dynamite. That summed up Susan,” Beard 
said. “She was a feisty, independent, in-
volved, creative student who always kept us 
on our toes. She went on to become a very 
interesting woman.”

Alexandra Marshall ’65 described her 
classmate and friend as an adventurer and 
an explorer in every way, a French major 
and a one-time ski instructor who became 
interested in spirituality and studied theol-
ogy as an adult. 

“Her papers would always be late because 
she would write a 75-page paper for a five-
page assignment,” Marshall said. “I don’t 
know what her teachers thought of it. But I 
remember that some idea would catch her 

interest and she would just pursue it.”
The bonds formed at Wheaton inspired 

a continuing connection to the family after 
Susan’s death, said Joan Kunzelmann, and 
that was important to her mother. “A num-
ber of Susan’s friends remained in contact 
with Helen for the remainder of her life, and 
she enjoyed their friendship.” 

Beyond the connection to the college, 
the scholarship fund also expresses Helen’s 
personal commitment to the importance 
of learning. “Mrs. Kunzelmann felt very 
strongly about the value of education and 
she made gifts to a number of educational 
institutions that were important in her own 
life and in the life of her children,” her 
daughter-in-law explained.

Like her daughter Susan, Helen took great 
pleasure in life, which was evident in her 
hearty laugh, Marshall said. “She was just 
very faithful and incredibly energetic. She 
threw herself into various activities around 
Bennington, Vt., particularly gardening. 
Gardening was a big interest of hers.” 

While available to all students from New 
Jersey and Vermont, the scholarship places a 
special emphasis on assisting students from 
Boonton, N.J., where Mrs. Kunzelmann grew 
up, and Bennington, Vt., where she spent 
most of her adult life.

Her friends and family say those priorities 
reflect her love for the communities in which 

she lived. A dedicated gardener throughout her 
life, Kunzelmann was active in the Bennington 
Garden Club and the Garden Club of America. 
She also was a member of the National Society 
of the Colonial Dames of America and a for-
mer Regent of Gunston Hall in Virginia. Q

—Michael Graca 

Susan Kunzelmann ’65
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Championing Wheaton
The Keefe Family Foundation’s robust generosity has expanded with 
a recent grant totaling $33,000 to support student financial aid, 
improvements to Keefe Hall, and an upcoming makeover for the 
Clark Center Lobby, an activity hub for Wheaton’s intercollegiate, 
club and intramural sports.

This current Keefe gift signals 
immediate financial relief for a 
Wheaton student and con-
tinues the foundation’s long 

history of giving to Wheaton, 
which includes the creation 
of the Keefe Boston Latin 
Scholarship Endowed Fund 

in 1997 and the Keefe Family 
Foundation Work and Learning 
Fellows Endowment, a criti-
cal resource for self-designed 
student internships. The award 
also augments the Keefe 
Project Scholarship, a five-year 
grant that facilitated larger 
financial aid packages for 

increased numbers of students 
and a Keefe-created endow-
ment established for repair and 
upkeep of Keefe Field.

Keefe Family Foundation 
contributions to Wheaton over 
recent years total more than 
$300,000, impacting all areas of 
the campus and curriculum. Q
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Women in math
A program to promote women 
pursuing careers in the male-
dominated field of mathematics 
that was founded by Assistant 
Professor of Mathematics Rachelle 
DeCoste has won a grant from the 
National Security Agency (NSA). 

The $12,000 award from the 
NSA will help fund the Career 
Mentoring Workshop, which is 
scheduled to take place at the end 
of June. The three-day gathering 
prepares women who are Ph.D. 
candidates in math for their job 
search and creates a network of 
mentors and peers.

“I am excited that we are 
able to continue the mentoring 
after taking last summer off due 

to lack of funding,” 
Professor DeCoste 
said. “I’m also par-
ticularly excited to 
host the workshop 
in our new spaces in 
the Mars Center for 
Science and Technology!”

DeCoste, who joined the 
Wheaton faculty in 2008 after 
teaching at the United States 
Military Academy at West 
Point, was inspired to create the 
workshop because of her own 
experiences. She conducted the 
first mentoring workshop at West 
Point last August.

“After I finished my Ph.D.,” 
she said, “I would run into 

women I knew from 
graduate school or 
other math programs 
I had been affiliated 
with as they were 
finishing their Ph.D.s, 
and they were on 
the job market. They 
would have the usual 
stress that goes with 

finding a job and felt like they 
had no one they could talk to. 
So I would share my experi-
ence honestly, and that included 
discussing all the doubts I had. A 
couple of them told me after-
ward that these honest, open 
discussions really helped them.”

Twelve to 15 participants are 
invited to each summer’s work-
shop. Five junior faculty members 

from various academic institu-
tions will mentor participants 
throughout the workshop. The 
mentors are women who have 
recently finished their own Ph.D.s 
and who now work in academia. 
These women will share their 
experiences of finishing their 
degrees and navigating the job 
search. Additional senior math-
ematicians will be invited to work 
with the participants as well.

Throughout the years, the 
program’s funding has been 
provided by the MAA/Tensor 
Foundation Program, Wheaton 
College, the United States 
Military Academy, the EDGE 
Program, and the Summer Math 
Program at Carleton College. Q

—Michael Graca
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Assistant Professor of 
Mathematics Rachelle 
C. DeCoste

Big win for 
students
Wheaton’s scholar-athletes will soon have 
more opportunities to practice and play their 
sport, thanks to a new artificial turf field 
slated for completion by September 2013.

On the strength of a major gift from an 
anonymous supporter, Wheaton’s Board of 
Trustees voted in February to raise funds for the 
$3.8 million project, under the stipulation that 
the remainder of funds come from philanthropic 
contributions. Following the board meeting, 
a second donor contributed to the project, 
bringing the funds raised for the effort to 
$2.25 million. Altogether, the college must 
raise $3,865,000 by June 30, 2012, to begin 
construction in time for a fall 2013 opening.

“The generosity of alumnae/i, parents and 
friends has been, and will continue to be, 
a major engine for enhancing the college,” 
President Ronald A. Crutcher said. “This will 
be an important addition to our facilities 
and a major enhancement for many students 
who participate in intercollegiate, club and 
intramural sports.”

The President’s Athletics Review Task 

Force, which last year studied the college’s 
athletics program to assess its role at 
Wheaton and the resources needed to 
support it, recommended the construction of 
an artificial turf field to better serve students 
involved in the college’s athletics programs.

The artificial turf field, which will include 
lights to allow for nighttime activities and 
an endowed fund to cover some of its 
maintenance, would be located behind the 
Haas Athletic Center.

“Over half our students participate in 
varsity, club and intramural sports. The 
field will benefit all of them,” said Dean of 
Students Lee Williams. “Building this field 
is a powerful statement of our belief in the 
importance and tradition of educating the 
whole student—one who is intellectually, 
socially and physically engaged.”

For the intercollegiate field hockey team, 
the new facility will allow players to compete 
on campus. At present, the team practices 
and plays home games offsite. The National 
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 

recommends artificial turf surfaces for field 
hockey, and many other colleges will not play 
on natural grass fields. As a 
result, Wheaton rents time 
on a field in Rehoboth, 
Mass., that is owned by the 
Lincoln School.

The benefits go beyond 
field hockey. The men’s 
and women’s lacrosse 
teams will be able to 
practice on campus and 
host games against other 
colleges earlier in the 
season. Typically, natural 
grass fields cannot accommodate competition 
in early spring due to lingering frost and heavy 
rains common at that point in the season. Even 
fall sports sometimes run into weather-related 
problems. 

Club sports—men’s and women’s rugby, 
ultimate frisbee and soccer—also stand to 
benefit by having more access to playing fields 
for their teams. Q

Development for 
the new artificial 

turf field is moving 
fast. If you are 

interested in more 
information on 

how to help make 
this a reality, 

please contact 
Marjorie Houston 
at 508-286-3556.

Haas 
Athletic 
Center

New 
artificial 
turf field
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25 years and counting:

Reflecting 
on First-Year 
Seminar

Caitlin Vomastek ’12, Raphael Sweet ’12 and 
Professor Mary Lee Griffin share a quiet moment.

By Sandy Coleman

Twenty-five years ago, First-Year 
Seminar (FYS) was created to be the 
foundation for the entire Wheaton 
experience for all incoming students, 
both academically and in terms of 
building a sense of community. The 
subject matter of these small-group 
discussion courses has constantly 
evolved to accommodate the scholarly 
and personal interests of professors 
as well as the needs of students. The 
goals have remained the same—to 
inspire enthusiastic, intellectually 
curious students; to introduce them to 
high standards and expectations; and 
to help them negotiate the transition to 
emerging adulthood. Here, we explore 
three examples that highlight the 
potential of FYS. And longtime classics 
professor and FYS coordinator Joel 
Relihan provides a personal reflection. 

Minding the possibilities

In 2008, Professor of Education Mary Lee 
Griffin began teaching the FYS “Edge of 
Forever: Waking Up to Who We Are and 

What We Do,” which incorporates mindful-
ness through reading, writing, meditation, 
guided visualization and yoga. At the time, 
she had no idea how far-reaching the impact 
would be, particularly for two students—
Caitlin Vomastek ’12 and Raphael “Raffi” 
Sweet ’12—who were in that first class.

From day one, the students and Griffin 
had their own expectations. Vomastek, 
who practiced yoga and meditation, just 
wanted to learn more about how both could 
be used in a classroom setting to teach 
children. Sweet wanted the opportunity to 
establish a personal mindfulness routine 
while drawing connections between the 
practice and the assigned literature. And 
Griffin wanted to tap into her scholarship 
while providing an academically stimulating 
course that supported students during their 
initial months at Wheaton.  

The experience far exceeded all of their 
expectations.

Griffin gained two research partners in 
Vomastek and Sweet, who have worked 
with her since fall 2008, leading mindfulness 
sessions in local elementary schools and 
collecting qualitative data. Last spring, the 
two students completed a mindfulness-
focused independent study project that 
resulted in the creation of a website for 
college students that offers audio mindfulness 
practices. The three of them together are 
serving as advisors to senior Liza Detenber, 
who is conducting a psychology research 
project. And this semester Sweet, Detenber 
and Griffin are working on a school-based 
research project at Paul Cuffee School in 
Providence, R.I.

The FYS led Vomastek to a music therapy 
internship at Sounding Joy Music Therapy 
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in Honolulu, Hawaii, in summer 2010. She 
then was a child-life intern at Tufts’ Floating 
Hospital for Children in Boston in the sum-
mer of 2011, guiding meditation and breath-
ing techniques for children undergoing 
procedures and experiencing distress in the 
hospital. As a result, she recently was hired 
as a paid child-life assistant. 

“The FYS not only expanded my knowl-
edge about mindfulness practices, but opened 
up doors for me to work with Professor Griffin 
on her research,” says Vomastek, a psychol-
ogy major who plans to become a certified 
child-life specialist. “I was so fascinated by 
her work. I developed a great relationship 
with her. I am grateful for her companionship, 
guidance and support. It was a wonderful 
experience that I truly feel has influenced me 
during my time at Wheaton. I will carry this 
knowledge, experience and friendship with 
her for the rest of my life.” 

Similar opportunities have unfolded 
for Sweet. In the fall of 2010, he studied 
in Bhutan, where having a basic under-
standing of meditation and other mindful 
practices provided him with a foundation 
on which to view and integrate himself into 
Bhutanese culture, which is almost exclu-

sively Buddhist. This academic year, he 
has been acting as a teaching assistant and 
technical advisor for Griffin’s current FYS, 
helping to create digital stories that fuse 
technology, personal narratives and mind-
fulness. He also has been offering mindful-
ness “services” to students on campus to 
help them de-stress and relax, especially as 

they prepare for exams. 
“My FYS proved to be an invaluable tool 

in establishing my undergraduate mind-set 
and motivating me to set and accomplish 
countless goals throughout my time at 
Wheaton. I have found myself drawing con-
nections to mindfulness practice in almost 
every book I’ve read since,” says Sweet.

“During the summer after my sophomore 
year, I worked as an advertising/marketing 
intern for the Lionheart Foundation. This 
group is responsible for establishing 
literature-based curriculum for at-risk youth 
and incarcerated individuals. One central 
tactic throughout this program is the use 
of meditation and other mindful activities 
to promote personal growth and empathy. 
With the knowledge from my FYS, I was 
able to better understand the structure of 
this curriculum, which no doubt aided me in 
marketing it to the public. 

“In the spirit of Wheaton’s Connections 
program, I’ve seen myself come full circle—
beginning freshman year with my FYS, 
connecting it to other courses and my study 
abroad experience and, finally, now working 
with students in the very same FYS during 
my senior year.”

FYS—A personal view
By Joel C. Relihan

Classics professor and associate provost

I came to Wheaton in the fall of 1993 to be chair of the Classics 
Department. I’d read the college catalog and knew my slice of the 
curriculum, which is to say I knew which classics courses I wanted 
to remove, change or create. But I didn’t know the college and I 
didn’t know the students, so I decided that the best thing to do was to 
teach a First-Year Seminar. This was not the normal thing: you were 
expected to settle in before you accepted the responsibilities of an 
FYS. This was a sensible rule, because you had to know enough of the 
whole curriculum and of student life to be a competent advisor, and 
advising was clearly a crucial component. But I could tell that FYS 
called for boldness, and so I decided to learn on the job.

Beyond boldness, FYS 
demands creativity on the part 
of the faculty, so I decided to 
create a course that I had never 
taught before. The theme of 
FYS, then, as now, is Great 
Controversies, so I posed this 
question: Since the Greek 

heroes of the Trojan War are 
city destroyers, while the Greek 
ideals of the Classical era are 
solidly pro-city, where does the 
real Greek soul lie? On the side 
of the burn-it-to-the-ground 
individualist or the lightning-
always-strikes-the-tallest-trees 
democrat? Do the great live in 
cities or in opposition to them? 
I called it “City and Soul in the 
Ancient World,” and our read-
ings went from Greek tragedy 
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A learning stage

In the soft glow of houselights, Professor Stephanie Burlington 
Daniels sits in the audience seats of the Experimental Theatre 
coaching students on their final projects and research papers for 

her FYS, “Theatre and Social Change.” 
“I want socially relevant and personal projects. Take authority and 

talk about an issue that you find important,” 
she tells them. “The higher the risk, the greater 
the payoff. The more this means to you, the 
better this will be.”

Sounds like she’s talking about more than 
theater. The Class of 1997 alum is in the rare 
position of knowing both sides of FYS—first 
as a student and now as a teacher—and the 
power of the lessons the experience can offer.

As a student, she took the FYS “Who’s 
News, What’s News” with Professor Paula 
Krebs. The class scoured magazines and news-
papers each day and analyzed how gender and 
other stereotypes were used to classify groups 

and potentially manipulate people. 
“The FYS taught us how to be college students and what kind of 

critical thinking would be required of us as we progressed,” says 
Daniels. “It also set up the student-advisor role and taught us how 
important that relationship is to your success at Wheaton, helping 

to navigate and articulate who and what you 
want to be and do with your college career. 
When I came to Wheaton to teach in the 
Theatre Department, I was inspired to teach 
FYS because of Paula and the incredible time I 
had in her class that first semester.”

Now Daniels uses theater to create dialogue 
around issues that cause conflict by working 
through plays that focus on issues ranging from 
race and religion to sexuality and gender to 
politics.

In a matter of weeks of arriving on campus, 
Thomas Nagata ’15 got a taste of all of these 
issues, through characters in three provocative 

FYS “Theatre and Social Change” 
creates community.

AMIE ROSENBLUM ’12

Continued on page 30



and Aristotle through Livy and 
Vergil to the Life of St. Antony 
and the Rule of St. Benedict; 
Lewis Mumford’s The City in 
History, a book I’d never read 
before, provided a massive and 
modern counterpoint.

I’ll admit now that this course 
was too book-heavy. I have 
taught FYS eight times. In more 
recent years, I have moved to 
a different approach, taking 
the existing literary and social 
experience of the freshmen and 
building on that into a study 
of contrast between classical 
and modern worlds. When I 
taught “What’s Funny?” I asked 
students to come to campus 

with a favorite comic novel 
that they knew well already 
so that they could learn by 
other readings and discussions 
what social and intellectual 
conventions make humor work. 
“Autobiography” attempted 
to use Marcus Aurelius and 
Augustine as models for the 
writing of personal thought 
and experience. “Classics and 
Comics” encouraged students 
with a favorite comic book 
superhero to contrast modern 
conventions with ancient ones, 
even as they learned to discuss 
the elements of visual narrative. 
This much I knew: the FYS is not 
supposed to stand still.

But how did I teach the course 
that crucial first time? Here I 
have an alum to come to my 
rescue: Eric Tomasini ’97, now 
a management consultant at 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, re-
members it, and me, better than I 
do myself. I was surprised to learn 
that I held our first class on the 
sundeck behind Admissions—in 
my previous years of teaching I 
had never taught outdoors. I had 
my students submit their papers 
to me through an electronic drop 
box, a sort of technology that I 
had never used before and that 
was quite new at the time. I also 
had a coffee pot installed in my 
office from the outset—another 

first for me—and this proved 
invaluable for talking to students 
face-to-face.

Eric’s first graded paper came 
back to him with more red ink in 
evidence than black. “Disaster!” 
he thought, but he took me at 
my word when I wrote, “Feel 
free to stop by my office anytime 
to discuss.” He did. I offered him 
coffee and the well-worn comfy 
chair. My suggestions were 
extensive: format, argument, 
techniques of analysis and 
compression, what Eric calls 
the “anatomy” of his paper. The 
second paper benefited from the 
long consultations. I’ll let Eric 
tell it: “The paper gleamed with 

productions—The Laramie Project, Fires in the Mirror, 
and Angels in America. He has played a boy happen-
ing upon the body of a youth murdered because of his 
sexuality, an AIDS victim in denial, and a Jewish man 
targeted by hate speech.

“The performances that we did put us in the shoes 
of people who are different from us and feel oppressed 
in their lives, and by performing as them we became 
them and gained a deeper understanding for what 
they go through,” says Nagata, who has wanted to be 
an actor since he was 8 years old. “I have learned that 
everyone is different, and everyone has problems that 
they need to overcome in their lives. Also, through 
this FYS we have become a family, and I feel a strong 
connection between all the people in the class. We all 
support each other.” 

Like Nagata, Haley Fisher ’15 said she can see a 
change in herself already. “I’ve found that my personal 
perspectives on the issues we brought to light have 
changed—I have learned to be flexible in my think-
ing,” she says. “This FYS has prepared me for my role 
as a citizen of the world. I entered college carrying 
all sorts of biases, based on little more than assump-
tions. I completed my first semester having accepted 
that I don’t know everything—that I must allow for my 
opinions to be informed by experiences.”Professor Daniels (top center) encourages students to take risks in her FYS.
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Experiencing the world

Coming into Wheaton, Jessica Groeneweg ’15 knew she wanted to major in one 
of the sciences. So it was natural that she chose an FYS that included a science 
element. She picked “Deep Time,” taught by Professor Geoffrey Collins. 

“I wanted a class that was linked to my intended major but with a slightly different 
focus so that I could gain a more all-around knowledge of what was being covered in 
other fields of science. I was immediately interested in ‘Deep Time’ because of the geol-
ogy focus,” she says. “Professor Collins strategically combined the discoveries made in 
astronomy, geography and history, and linked them to show the greater workings of our 
universe, making each of us aware that nothing is really separated into disciplines, but it 
all works together to create a whole.”

He managed to do that in the most pow-
erful way possible—showing rather than 
just telling, with a four-day trip that students 
were required to take together before ori-
entation began. Collins, working in part-
nership with Assistant Professor of History 
Dana Polanichka, took 13 students camp-
ing and hiking through Vermont and New 
Hampshire to see real examples—quarries, 
fossil grounds, mountains—of the topics that 
would be covered during the semester. 

“I’m a geologist, and everything that 
geologists study is outdoors,” says Collins, 
“It’s one thing to sit inside and talk about the 
formation of mountains and layers of fossils, 
but it’s quite another to sit outside on top 
of the mountains or fossils and talk about 

them. Outdoor learning engages all of the 
senses, and I have found that there are many 
students who understand things better when 
they have learned them outside.”

Besides the educational goal of the trip, 
he says, “my other goal was to provide 

an intensive bonding experience that was 
linked to an intensive learning experience. 
Incoming first-year students can be nervous 
about fitting in, making friends, and suc-
ceeding in their classes all at the same time. 
After my FYS trip, my students had a set of 
friends to hang out with, a healthy set of 
social norms set by the upperclass students 
on the trip, and a taste of the exciting intel-
lectual opportunities that college courses 
can offer.”

  Groeneweg can attest to that. “This ex-
perience allowed us to become very close. 
Going into our first year of college we al-
ready had familiar faces around campus and 
it made the transition a lot easier. These FYS 
classes are a great way to introduce fresh-
men to the lifestyle of college while giving 
them a way to relate to their past schooling 
experience and step forward to be more 
independent.” Q

black ink as the entrée, and the 
red more a garnish. A- it read 
on the back page; good work. 
I remember clear as day the 
feeling I had 19 years ago, sitting 
down in Chase Dining Hall to 
a chicken sandwich and fries, 
rereading the comments on my 
paper as if it were a check for 
$10,000. I remember I said out 
loud, ‘I can do this, I can really 
do this!’ Perplexed onlookers 
suggested yes, I could eat my 
chicken sandwich. To this day, 
it was the most fulfilling chicken 
sandwich of my life and a signal 
that Wheaton was the right 
place for me.”

I was a new instructor then. 

Now I serve as an associate 
provost and coordinator of 
First-Year Seminar. I run the May 
workshops, convene the FYS 
Steering Committee, organize 
lunches for the faculty during 
the fall, when we all talk about 
our students, our successes, 
our problems. There were 30 
sections this fall, and so 30 
autonomous instructors with 30 
topics but a common goal: “To 
inspire a cohort of enthusiastic, 
intellectually curious students 
who are prepared to assume 
responsibility for their education 
and their lives.” FYS is a 
laboratory for them as it was for 
me. Many find that FYS is thus 

a gateway for students into the 
instructor’s major field.

So what does the student get 
out of FYS? It is not just Intro to 
College, or Research Toolkit 101, 
though its goals of critical read-
ing and research begin the con-
scious scaffolding of skills that 
build toward the last year and 
the senior seminar. It is primarily 
a collaboration between faculty 
and students. We learn as they 
learn, and this works because of 
the personal touch: not always 
a cup of coffee, but always the 
individual work with a student 
who is also an advisee and then, 
very often, a friend.

Eric sees it as the exemplifica-

tion of Wheaton’s liberal arts 
mission: “to learn how to think 
and write critically and analyti-
cally, to compare and contrast 
the differences in the world 
we live in, to challenge your 
beliefs and understanding, and 
to create value in the work you 
do as a citizen of the world. …I 
can say honestly that First-Year 
Seminar changed my life.”

As an ideal—and we aim for 
this ideal even as our practices 
change over time—the First-Year 
Seminar creates our community; 
then the students that we bring 
in and nurture change that com-
munity. And in doing so set the 
stage for the next FYS. Q
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Shaking it up: Gianni 
Cionchi’s original twist 
on the restaurant biz
When Gianni Cionchi describes a 
dish on the menu at FishTag, one of 
the Manhattan restaurants he runs, it’s 
clear that he appreciates the “art” in 
culinary arts. 

“This is our take on the classic 
tabouli salad,” he says of the 
trendy tavern’s chopped bulgur 
salad, “but we’ve chosen to add 
about twenty-five additional 
ingredients. You have a base of 
shaved fennel and grilled kale, 
which gives a great smoky flavor, 
and peppers—yellow, red bell—
plus pomegranates, dates, tomato, 
raw radish, scallions, onions—a 
lot of high and low notes.”  

Like the other Greek-inspired 
items on the menu—from 
sheep’s milk dumplings to 
smoked octopus—the bulgur 
salad at this Upper West Side 
restaurant is distinctive. 

“You don’t get attention in 
this business by doing things the 
same way everyone else does,” 
Cionchi remarks. 

This 2007 Wheaton graduate 
and New York native seems to 
thrive on doing things differently. 
At Wheaton he double majored 
in religion and economics, 
aspiring to a career in economic 
development in Asia. But during 
summer and winter breaks he 
worked as a barista at a New 
York restaurant called Kefi, run 
by chef Michael Psilakis, and he 
fell in love with the business. 
After graduation he signed on 
full time, working his way up 
from busboy to waiter to bever-
age director and then manager. 

Cionchi says his Wheaton 

studies inform his work, pointing 
out that religion, culture and food 
go hand in hand, as reflected in 
Professor Jonathan Brumberg-
Kraus’s course, “The Rituals of 
Dinner.” He also says his study of 
religion helped him understand 
people and their differences. 

And economics? “For a while I 
thought I wasn’t really using that,” 
he says, “until I started doing all 
the accounting, filing, bill pay and 
payroll for FishTag, and then all 
of a sudden my econ degree sure 
did come in handy.” 

Wheaton was a perfect fit 

for him, Cionchi says. “When 
I visited, I just fell in love with 
it—and I couldn’t have hoped for 
a better college experience. The 
friends I made were tremendous, 
and I did a lot of things there that 
really rounded me as a person.” 

At FishTag, which occupies 
Kefi’s former space, Cionchi runs 
all the daily operations and the 
beverage program, offering 25 
kinds of beer and nearly 50 wines. 
The restaurant has also become 
known for Cionchi’s unusual food-
and-beverage pairings. When he 
organized a seven-course tasting 
menu for reviewers from Zagat, 
he says, “I only paired one of their 
courses with wine. I was doing 
neat alcohol and sake and all sorts 

of cocktails.” 
And he’s not talking gin and 

tonic. His signature cocktails 
include the Wormwood Fireball 
(absinthe, pineapple juice, foamed 
egg white and elderflower 
liqueur) and a martini made with 
infused cucumber vodka. 

Beginning in late 2011, 
Cionchi worked for a few 
months at a new Psilakis restau-
rant on Long Island, where he 
helped train the staff. Then he 
returned to manage both FishTag 
and Kefi, which is now in a 
new location. He still lives on 
the Upper West Side and keeps 
in close touch with Wheaton 
friends who reside in the city. Q

—Hannah Benoit

Do try this at home
Cucumber Vodka
With a fork, score an English 
cucumber along its length, 
then slice it into paper-thin half 
dollars. Soak cucumber slices 
in two to four bottles of vodka 
in a plastic or stainless steel 
vessel for two to four days. 
Discard cucumber slices. 

Cucumber Martini
Fill a pint glass with ice. Add 
3 1/2 ounces cucumber vodka 
and an ounce of St. Germain 
elderflower liqueur. Add 1 
ounce fresh lemon juice. 
Shake contents and strain into 
martini glass. Garnish with 
cucumber slices. 

More online
Find more innovative cocktail 
recipes at wheatoncollege.edu/
quarterly.

DAVID S. MARSHALL



Helping readers uncover good stories
The advent of e-readers has 
revolutionized how people read. 
In seconds, readers can have a 
new book in hand. What has 
not changed is the fact that they 
have to know that a book exists 
before they can want it. “In the 
end, the challenge still is, how 
does a reader find that story or 
author in the first place?” says 
book marketing consultant Kirsten Cappy ’92.

Cappy has made it her business to 
focus on this question and come up with 
innovative answers over and over again as 
she works to help put interesting literature 
in the hands of children and educators 
through her company, Curious City. Located 
in Portland, Maine, Curious City primarily 
seeks to get good books read and used. The 
aim is to create and inspire curious children 
while supporting the admirable work of 
authors and illustrators, she says.

“I know from my own reading life that 
a story can grow our curiosity, sense of 
the world, and sense of ourselves in ways 
that no other experience can,” says Cappy, 
who majored in anthropology at Wheaton. 
“My work at Curious City is about creating 
instances where 
those critical 
connections 
between a child 
and a book have 
the opportunity to 
happen.

“I try to create 
projects or 
campaigns that 
are as compelling 

as the authors’ work. I admire authors of 
children’s books because not only are they 
working at their own craft, they also are 
creating stories and engaging informational 
texts that help children grow into empathic, 
creative, problem-solving citizens.”

Cappy, who works with her business 
partner, husband Mark Mattos, has a client 
base of about 30 authors, illustrators and 
publishers. Her outreach projects for them 
typically include interactive, direct-to-reader 
marketing plans and materials. Just one 
example: In 2011, she helped 
the author of a teen novel that 
deals with social injustice 
build momentum for her 
book by partnering with 
educators nationwide. 
Collaboratively, they 
created a national 
curriculum that engages middle 
school and high school students 
around storytelling, social justice 
and comic books.

In addition to running 
Curious City, she selects 
books for children and 
builds engagement 

materials for parents for a privately funded 
program in Maine called Raising Readers. 
The program’s mission is to raise the 
educational levels of the entire state of 
Maine. Each child in the state is given a 
dozen books from birth to age five. Now 
in its 11th year, the program has given out 
more than 1.6 million books.

She also shared her expertise with Laura 
Donovan ’12 during the student’s internship 
at Curious City last summer. Donovan met 
Cappy when she visited campus as part 
of a Major Connections in Anthropology 
event presented by the Filene Center for 
Academic Advising and Career Services in 
February 2011.

Cappy, who spent many years working 
in the book industry before starting her 
company in 2003, says her anthropology 
major has helped her a great deal in 
understanding readers and appreciating 
the significance of advocating for children’s 
literature with a broader goal in mind.

 “Anthropology taught me to see the 
world as connected by relationships 
and rituals and to see our maturation 
as individuals as the negotiation of and 
absorption of those connections. My work is 

very much rooted in my devotion 
to story and how story leads 

us to mature with empathy, 
curiosity and a 
global sense. 
Children’s 
books are 
the most 
significant 
storytelling 
tradition in 

our culture, 
so that’s where 

I hope I can make 
a real impact on our 

future culture.” Q
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Kirsten Cappy ’92, above, 
and illustrations by Jamie 
Hogan, top, and Cathryn 
Flawell.

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu


Alum’s career takes flight at avian center
When Ben Montgomery ’04 was at Wheaton, he had 
not pinpointed his exact career plans, but he knew 
what he wanted. 

“I wanted to do something that felt like it 
mattered and something a little thrilling. I knew 
I would spend the majority of my life at ‘work,’ 
so I didn’t want it to just be about a paycheck; 
I would die of boredom,” said Montgomery, 
who majored in biology with a concentration 
in ecology and environmental science.

He has found both purpose and excite-
ment at the Raptor Trust, one of the largest 
and most respected wild-bird rehabilita-
tion and conservation centers in the United 
States, where he is the property man-
ager and an educator. As an educator, he 
conducts programs on raptors and avian 
conservation for schools, clubs, scouts and 
the thousands of visitors who come to the 
New Jersey–based facility each year. As the 
property manager he builds and maintains 
81 aviaries totaling over 300,000 cubic feet 
of flight space, and monitors all non-medical 
equipment, supplies and tools as well as the 
food used for the raptors. He also assists 
senior medical personnel in providing care 
for all birds. Currently, there are about 60 
permanently disabled hawks, eagles and 
owls of 20 different species at the trust, in 
addition to the roughly 3,500 individual 
birds that receive care each year. 

Montgomery’s experience at the trust dates 
back to long before he was hired for a paid, 
full-time position in 2006. He had worked 
there for three summers while at Wheaton. 
(Wheaton Trustee Nancy Pearlstine Conger 
’67 and her husband, Bill, a trustee at the 
Raptor Trust, have recently established a 
dedicated internship there for Wheaton stu-
dents through the Filene Center.)

 “I was drawn to the nonprofit sector 
because I want to work in an industry that 
focuses on a mission. I have loved nature my 
entire life. Now I get to teach others, and kids 
in particular, about respecting nature. And 
every day here is like being on the set for one 
of those discovery nature shows.”

In fact, Montgomery has been featured 
on TV and in several newspaper articles 
over the years, including in a story about 
him diving into a reservoir on a 30-degree 

December day a couple of years ago to res-
cue a lead-poisoned bald eagle that would 
have drowned. 

Recently, he was in the news worldwide 
after there was a break-in at the trust and a 
federally protected screech owl was stolen. 
He did media interviews to try to get the word 
out, hoping that someone would help with 
the return of the bird. The media blitz worked. 
“The bird was returned by someone who ulti-
mately wanted to do the right thing,” he said. 

He credits Wheaton professors John 
Kricher (biology) and Jeffrey Timm (religion) 
for helping him discover his career path. 
“John Kricher helped me understand the 
‘art’ of nature in ecology, and he always 
encouraged students to think creatively 
that way. Jeffrey Timm let me take a senior 
seminar in a subject that wasn’t my major 
or minor. I had exposure to information, 
ideas and experiences in his class that had 
a profound impact on me and continue to 
influence my life today.” 

He recently began working on a second 
master’s degree in business. “With my other 
master’s degree in education, my science 
degree from Wheaton, and my enthusiasm 
for being involved, I would love to continue 
to remain connected to my community and 
advocate for wildlife as I grow in my current 
position. I would also like to eventually branch 
out and help other nonprofit businesses, and 
maybe someday even start my own.” Q

34 WHEATON QUARTERLY
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Work 

it
Wheaton alumnae/i 
are a rich source 
of advice regarding 
pursuing career 
goals. Two of them, 
Laura Powers 
’79 and Kathryn 
Sollmann ’80, are 
serving as career 
coaches to offer 
words of wisdom 
to alums through 
the Filene Center 
for Academic 
Advising and Career 
Services. Here they 
share their tips 
for the 2012 job 
market.

Plan to succeed
Laura Powers is 
president of Powers 
Career Coaching, 
LLC, and has more 
than 15 years of ca-
reer coaching ex-
perience. She has 
helped hundreds of 
professionals from 
diverse industries 
learn how to find meaningful, satisfying 
work that “fits.” Her strategies for managing 
your career now? 

Manage your career like you’re self-
employed (even if you’re not).
View your job as dynamic and your career as 
a series of assignments. Spend time not only 
delivering value but marketing it to your target 
audience. Build relationships in and outside 
your organization. Join relevant professional 
associations and become an active member. Stay 
current on industry trends and invest in career-
enhancing professional development to maximize 
your marketability.

Define your goals and design a plan.
Are your career objectives clear? Do you have a 
clear, concise answer to the question, “What are 
you looking for?” Clarifying your career goals, 
“quality testing” them against the needs of today’s 
workplace, and designing a concrete action plan to 
reach them is essential.  

Know how to sell your talent (talent 
alone is not enough!). 
When asked, “Why should we hire you?” or “Tell 
me about yourself,” are you ready with a confident 
response? Can you deliver it in 15 seconds? Every 
conversation you have, and every word you write 
or post, leaves an imprint on people and helps 
build your personal and professional brand. Don’t 
assume your talent is self-evident; you have to be 
ready and able to describe your value anytime, 
anywhere. 

Visit Laura at www.powerscareercoaching.com and 
www.linkedin.com/in/laurapowerscareercoach13.

Demonstrate your value
Kathryn Sollmann, 
co-founder and 
former manag-
ing partner of the 
Women@Work 
Network, is cur-
rently launching a 
new consultancy 
and website—
9livesforwomen.

com—to focus on the work and life phases 
of women from the college years through ac-
tive “retirement.” We asked her for the do’s 
and don’ts of looking for work:

Do
Realize that finding a job is a full-time sales job. 
Think of the best sales professionals you know and 
go at it with their same drive and tenacity.

Focus on the very specific skills you offer (for 
example, accounting, corporate communications), 
not the attributes (team player, reliable) that are 
expected in every person in every job. Finding a job 
is filling a specific skill gap for an employer.

Sell your fit for a job of interest. Write a cover letter 
that includes a point-by-point match-up of how 
your skills and experience match the requirements/
responsibilities of the job. 

Consider contract assignments as a way to prove 
your talents to employers and be first in line for an 
open job.  

Don’t
Don’t wait until the 11th hour to face your personal 
work-life balance facts. Engage in honest 
conversations with your family about the type of job, 
work hours, travel schedule and compensation that 
will work for all.

Don’t get lost in the Internet job boards: people, 
not computers will find you a job. Recognize that in 
any economy most people find jobs through very 
active and resourceful networking. 

Don’t forget that individual companies set firm 
budgets for salaries. You may have to shop 
around for the pay you want. Employers will not 
necessarily pay you what you are “worth”; they 
pay what they feel the job is worth within their 
organization.

Don’t expect job descriptions to change 
dramatically after an interview. A full-time job very 
rarely becomes a part-time job. Compensation may 
move slightly higher than the stated range, but it’s 
also rare in this economy.  

Visit the Filene Center for more information about 
the career coaches at wheatoncollege.edu.

http://www.powerscareercoaching.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/laurapowerscareercoach13
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Guidelines
Upcoming Deadlines

Summer 2012:  March 9, 2012
Fall 2012:  June 25, 2012
Winter 2013:  Sept. 21, 2012
Spring 2013:  Dec. 17, 2012

These deadlines apply to class 
secretaries and their columns. 
Submissions from classmates should 
be made directly to class secretaries 
before these deadlines. 

We cannot guarantee the 
publication of class notes received 
after the deadline as production 
schedules and resources require 
strict deadline compliance.

Photo Guidelines

Traditional photographic prints 
(made from a negative) or digital 
photos can be submitted to the 
Quarterly for publication. 

Tips for Digital Photos

• In general, digital photos should be 
taken on the highest-quality setting.
• Digital photos should be 4 x 6 
inches or larger and 300 dpi. 
• Save the photo as a TIFF or JPEG 
and email it as an attachment to 
quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu.

How to Submit Class Notes

Email: Email your notes to  
quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu. 
(Subject line: Class Notes “year”)

By fax: (508) 286-8228

By post: Yes, the postperson is still 
welcome at our door. You may mail 
columns or your news to:

Class Notes 
Wheaton Quarterly 
Wheaton College 
Norton, MA 02766 

Questions? 
We are here to help tackle any 
questions, concerns or problems that 
come up as you work on your class 
notes. 

News about members of classes that 
are not listed or do not have a class 
secretary may be submitted to the 
Wheaton Quarterly, preferably by email.

CLASS NOTES

Stay connected to the latest 
Wheaton news
Join us on 

  Facebook.com/WheatonCollege 

and follow us on Twitter  

 @wheaton

FROM THE ARCHIVES

Commencement 1977. Write us and tell us who is in this photo.

FROM THE ARCHIVES

Sheila Shaw, associate professor of English, and Maud Alice Marshall, profes-
sor of chemistry, led the Commencement processional in 1972.
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I hope those who 
possibly can are 
making plans to 
attend our 65th 
Reunion during 
the weekend of 
May 18 through 

May 20. 

1947

“I forgot how 
much I used to 
love dabbling 
in theater at 
Wheaton.”

Jill Ross Stewart ’68

“Every year 
I appreciate 

the education 
I received at 

Wheaton more 
than I did the 

year before. I look 
forward to seeing 
Wheaton again 

and I hope many 
of us will show up 

for our 40th.”

Margaret Sexton  
Harvey ’72
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NEWSMAKER:

Grillo’s jewelry makes a 
statement 
“I knew I loved jewelry making and charity work, but I never thought I would 
create a career joining the two. It takes experience—and some bumps in 
the road—to get to that ‘aha!’ moment,” says Aria B. Grillo ’05. For her, 
that moment occurred when friends and coworkers started to request her 
custom-made jewelry. She decided to combine her creativity and her gener-
ous nature by creating her own company, Ciao Aria, which specializes in 
what she likes to call “gemerosity.” Ten percent of each purchase made is donated 
to a charity chosen by the customer. Her unique flair and charitable cause recently 
caught the attention of Marie Claire magazine, which spotlighted Ciao Aria bracelets in 

its December issue. Her bracelets were also voted 
one of the best 100 gifts of 2011 by popsugar.com. By day, Grillo, who gradu-
ated from Wheaton with a major in psychology and a minor in studio art, works at the NYU Langone 
Medical Center in the office of development and corporate fundraising, specializing in pediatrics, on-
cology and child life. Nights and weekends, she is busy beading and dreaming up new designs from her 
New York City apartment. Charity work is important to Grillo. In addition to donating profits from Ciao 
Aria, she also volunteers as a board member for Tuesday’s Children, a charity supporting children who 
have lost a parent to 9/11. Starting a small business was a challenge. As an artist, she found that “the 
hardest part was realizing I really needed to create a brand for myself, market the brand, and promote 
it. It can be very hard at first to promote a product when the product is really personal for you, or the 
product is you.” But Grillo has found the adventure to be deeply rewarding, saying, “Yes, it is possible 
to really do what you love to do as a career. It took me some time to figure out what I truly wanted to 
do, but if you have a passion, pursue it. We need more art and creativity in the world.” She says she is 
grateful for her Wheaton friends and professors, mentors whom she still calls for advice. To Wheaton 

students interested in selling their own fashions, she advises, “Wear what 
you make! I was approached by one of the editors at Marie Claire because 
she saw my bracelets and loved them.”

—Elizabeth Meyer ’14

Online
To see her jewelry and list of 
charities, visit ciaoaria.com.

Kendall Farr ’81 writes that she has a new 
venture coming up. She has been invited to 
be a style curator on the e-commerce site 
Open Sky starting in February. She’ll be 

joining the likes of Martha Stewart, Food 
Network gurus like Bobby Flay, and fashion 
designers like Cynthia Rowley, who all have 

stores on the site.

http://www.ciaoaria.com/
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NEWSMAKER:

And the winner is… 
Leah Finkelstein
Leah Finkelstein ’97 has been playing the piano since age 3. Her decades of dedication paid 
off in a big way last fall. On Sept. 24, 2011, she was named best singer/songwriter at the 2011 
Malibu Music Awards, which honor the achievements of successful entertainers, songwrit-
ers, publishers and others who contribute positively to the music industry and community at 
large. Her song “Taking It Slow” from her second full-length LP, “Feigning Composure,” (on the 
Def Cat Productions label that she launched with her manager) won her the honor. Ironically, 
Finkelstein, who graduated from Wheaton with a degree in music performance, initially was 
afraid to sing in front of people. “I had always been an instrumentalist, but singing was always 
very anxiety-provoking. I performed at open-mic nights, but my mic would always need to be 
cranked for anyone to hear me. Someone convinced me to try out for the Wheaton Whims, 
which I didn’t want to do. I am thankful I did. Though I was still too nervous to sing out, I used 
the opportunity to train my voice and little by little, I gained the confidence I needed to start 
singing a little louder. Now, I sing too loud, and sometimes I have to pull back from the mic. 

The friendships I made and getting out of my comfort zone musi-
cally were so important and continue to be.” Her talent appears to 
be coming through loud and clear in a singing style that has been 
described as “American roots soul” because all of her influences 
are based in jazz, blues, folk, rock and a little bit of country.

The singer’s first album, “Dear Claudia,” named in her mother’s 
honor, gained her major recognition, which resulted in Finkelstein 
and her husband relocating to the West Coast in 2007. Her mother, 
Claudia Finkelstein, a jazz vocalist who died of cancer in 2005, 
continues to inspire the singer. “I was extremely close with my 
mother. Of course, we had music in common, but beyond that, we 
just really loved each other’s souls. …I dedicated the album and 
the band to her.”

—Kimberly Anastos

For more 
information:
Leah Finkelstein’s music 
is available on iTunes and 
amazon.com. 

Laura Herrin ’83 
was appointed by 
the secretary of 
the interior to a 

newly established 
federal advisory 

committee to 
the 21st Century 

Conservation 
Service Corps.

mailto:quarterly@wheatoncollege.edu
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UP CLOSE: 

Carissa Hanagriff starts her own school
Carissa Hanagriff ’06 has helped to develop a preschool in East Boston from the ground up. 
Along with the parent-run board, she designed and remodeled the space and developed the 
school’s curriculum for 2- to 5-year-olds. She is the director of the Harbor City School, which 
now has 13 families enrolled. Here, she talks about the experience:

A school grows in Boston. “A friend of mine 
had been dreaming of starting her own school, 
and last summer she and a group of parents 
in her East Boston community started what 
became the board of directors of Harbor City 
School. When I heard they were seeking a di-
rector for the project, I couldn’t resist. I had just 
finished my master’s in elementary education 
at UMass-Boston and was looking for a way to 
make an impact on the educational landscape 
in Boston. The prospect of helping to shape a 
school into what I believe to be an ideal setting 
for early education was totally exhilarating.”

Finding focus. “During my senior year, I 
participated in a program through the Filene 
Center that helped me narrow down my 
interests and ideals until I had a clear picture 
of what I wanted after college. I recall saying, 
‘But I don’t want a real job. ...’ Kay Gruder 
of the Filene Center helped me clarify what I 
meant, which was: I didn’t want a corporate 
job. I was seeking nonprofit positions without 
even knowing it. Through the Filene Center, I 
secured a position on the ’06–’07 AmeriCorps 
Team at Providence Children’s Museum.”

A discovery. “Wheaton was where I learned 
how much I cared about education. I thought 
I didn’t like working with children, but when 
I said as much to Professor Andy Howard, he 
laughed at me, pointing out that I had been 
working with children my entire career at 
Wheaton. I was a founding member of Norton 
Youth Theater, I taught art at the Pinecroft 
School and I was a preceptor. ...The patient 
advising of people like Professor Howard and 
Kay Gruder helped me understand what I had 
been ignoring inside myself.”

Life lessons. “I also learned firsthand that 
access to education is one of the biggest 
hurdles facing many kids in this country. I 
was fortunate enough to receive an enormous 
amount of financial aid, which is the only way 
I could attend Wheaton. It was a pivotal point 
in my life, and providing access to high-quality 
education is now one of my most important 
career goals. By our second year, I hope to be 
able to provide sliding-scale tuition as well as 
scholarships at Harbor City School.”

—Interview by Hannah Benoit

http://wheatoncollege.edu/academics/academic-resources/filene-center-for-academic-advising-and-career-services/
http://wheatoncollege.edu/academics/academic-resources/filene-center-for-academic-advising-and-career-services/
http://wheatoncollege.edu/faculty/profiles/andrew-howard/
http://wheatoncollege.edu/sssr/service/norton-youth-theater/
http://wheatoncollege.edu/sssr/service/norton-youth-theater/
http://pinecroftschool.org/
http://pinecroftschool.org/
http://wheatoncollege.edu/admission/scholarships/


Wheaton 
cover to 
cover
As Wheaton celebrates 
100 years as a four-
year college, we 
are looking back 
at decades of the 
Quarterly. My, how 
time flies! Here are 
just a few of the covers 
that chronicle the story 
of Wheaton, issue 
by issue. Go online 
to wheatoncollege.
edu/quarterly to 
see the rest. Email 
us at quarterly@
wheatoncollege.edu 
and tell us which ones 
are your favorites and 
why, and share the 
memories that surface 
as you look.
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Learn how you can give for the future right now. 
Call the Office of Gift Planning at 508-286-3459 or 
online at wheatoncollege.edu/gift-planning

Your gift. Your way.

My gift. My way.

Margit Bliss Orange ’57
Retired testing specialist

Austin Area League of Women Voters member

Married to Arnold Orange for 28 years; mother, 
grandmother

“In May, I will attend my 55th Reunion. As I look forward 
to renewing friendships with former classmates and getting 
another glimpse of today’s campus and students, I’m more 
aware than ever of the importance of supporting Wheaton. I 
want to make sure that others get an opportunity to have the 
wonderful experience I had. With the access to educational 
loans being reduced because of the economy, my husband, 
Arnie, and I are very aware of the critical need for financial 
aid in order for Wheaton to recruit and retain highly qualified 
students with a variety of backgrounds and experiences. So 
we decided to contribute by pledging funds over the next five 
years for a Wheaton Fund scholarship and by establishing an 
endowed scholarship through a bequest. It’s great to know that 
the scholarships we support will help the promising students 
who otherwise might not have access to a Wheaton education.”
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http://wheatoncollege.edu/gift-planning


Call 800-896-3145 (option 2) or visit
www.wheatoncollege.edu/giving

Support Wheaton

Wheaton College, 26 E. Main Street, Norton, MA 02766 www.wheatoncollege.edu

Be a part of  
the story.
Marjorie Gelb Jones ’62 
President, Class of ’62 

Author, Frances Yates and the Hermetic 
Tradition (Ibis Press, 2008)

Retired professor of history, Mercy College, 
Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.

Instructor, Sing Sing prison

Wheaton Fund supporter

Enjoys a good story.
“Without Wheaton, I would not have had 
the opportunity to spend my junior year 

abroad, which forever broadened and transformed 
my worldview. Without Wheaton, I would not have 
had the courage to attend law school in the 
1960s, when only a handful of my classmates 
were women. Without Wheaton, I would not have 
been intellectually restless enough in my 40s to 
return to graduate school for a degree in history, 
my major at Wheaton, or the audacity in my 
60s—after many years in banking and executive 
recruitment—to write the first biography of an 
influential British historian. Now, in my 70s, 
Wheaton continues to provide the inspiration and 
confidence to work on another.”

Supports happy beginnings.
“‘That They May Have Life and May Have 

It Abundantly,’” the words carved over the doors 
of the Wheaton library, certainly have proven true 
for me. The life of the mind is the college’s great 
gift to me. So that others may share that rich 
experience, I contribute annually to the Wheaton 
Fund and am a proud member of the Founders’ 
Society.”

ROSSA COLE
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